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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis studies activity support based on human location data analysis with environmental factors. The location data used in this thesis was accumulated in an urban area, where the majority of people’s activities occur and where they mostly require activity support. This chapter describes the research background, motivation, scope, and overview of this thesis.

1.1 Background

As a result of the popularization of mobile phones, sensors embedded in the environment and the Internet, human activity tracing is becoming easier than before. Downsized and cheap embedded sensors trace human activity during daily life, and the traced activity data is stored on a server via the Internet.

The traced activity data are analyzed for various purposes, for example, marketing, advertising, transportation usage surveys, personal health management, and law enforcement. It is known that some traced activity data are analyzed within global or national ranges, such as the purchase history for online shops. By analyzing purchase history, online shops can recommend goods and services to their customers to increase their revenue, and customers can find the goods and services they prefer. Thus, human consumer activity data analysis over a global or national range helps both consumers and online shops. In contrast, some traced activity data that are strongly related to physical activity can be used more practically if it is analyzed over the range of the main human sphere of action, such as an urban area. For example, traffic congestion in an area can be analyzed from floating car data, considering traffic accidents, traffic networks, and other environ-
mental factors in the area. People physically move for their own purposes in daily life, such as commuting, sightseeing, or shopping. Physical activity is sensed by sensors like Global Positioning System (GPS) sensors, which provide location data. Location data are the most important type of traced activity data related to physical activity.

Physical activity consumes social resources in an area. Social resources, in this thesis, means traffic and location resources. Traffic resources include road networks, trains, airplanes, and other all means of transportation. Location resources include offices, schools, shopping areas, tourism spots, and other destinations for other purposes. If the social resource allocation in an area fails, it causes social inconvenience such as traffic congestion. Heavy traffic congestion disadvantages the area’s society and its drivers. Therefore, social resources should be adequately allocated.

The reason for such resource allocation failure is that people do not know the overall surrounding situation, which includes factors such as traffic status, traffic networks, and seasonal events. This information gap is called an information asymmetry, which is in contrast to the term “perfect information” in the economics field. It has been studied by Arrow [1], Akerlof [2], and Stiglitz [3]. In a situation in which information asymmetry exists, transactions cannot be optimized between persons who have information and other persons who do not. To resolve the inconvenience caused by information asymmetry, economics researchers have propose some countermeasures.

In economics, assuming that someone has enough information, signaling or screening [4] have been proposed as countermeasures to resolve information asymmetry by shrinking the information gap. In case of signaling, to dissolve the information gap, one person credibly conveys some information regarding the quality of goods and services to another person who does not have this information. However, from the viewpoint of informatics, the economics assumption cannot be used, because informatics researchers think that information should be generated from data and adequately distributed by any means possible. Therefore, when applying the idea of information asymmetry to social resource allocation, location data analysis and activity support for people are necessary.

1.2 Motivation

This section describes the motivation behind the research in this thesis, which studies the improvement of social resource allocation in an urban area by us-
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As mentioned above, information asymmetry causes personal and social inconvenience such as traffic congestion in non-disaster situations. In addition, the recent earthquake in Japan showed that information asymmetry in a disaster situation is even more serious. In the Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011, many disaster victims in the afflicted district could not access evacuation information, and their families experienced problems when attempting to find out safety information about the victims. As a result of calls from worried relatives, the telephone lines of local governments in the afflicted area became congested, which created problems for the local governments’ rescue operations. In this case, information asymmetry existed among the victims of the disaster and their families, and social inconvenience arose as a delay in rescue operations caused by telephone disconnections. If the safety information regarding disaster victims could be conveyed to their families, such social inconvenience could be avoided.

For this reason, this thesis studies activity support based on location data analysis both in disaster and non-disaster situations.

1.3 Research Scope

For the purposes of this study, individual people can be divided into two types, tourists and residents, as Figure 1.1 illustrates. A tourist is defined as a person who is traveling far from his/her residence, and a resident is defined as a person who is traveling in the area near his/her residence. The research scope of this thesis is tourist activities, because a tourist needs activity support more than a resident, and his/her activity is more varied than that of a resident. Although the target of analysis is the tourist, the analysis methods used for tourist activity can be applied to residents because activity support for tourists includes that for residents.

A tourist is often not familiar with the tourism destination they are visiting; therefore, a tourist needs more activity support than a resident. For example, a tourist needs various kinds of activity support such as destination recommendations, travel route recommendations, traffic navigation, and evacuation support plans in case of a disaster. In contrast, most residents need only traffic navigation and evacuation support in case there is a disaster around his/her residence. In addition, while most residents repeat the same patterns such as commuting to school or work in their daily lives, most tourists act in various ways, such as visiting tourist spots, getting lost, shopping, or going on tours in the tourism destination.
area. Therefore, from the viewpoint of academic research, it is more interesting to analyze the various activities of tourists from their traced activity data.

In addition, tourist activity analysis is useful for the community of a tourism destination area. As an actual example, the location data analysis of students on a school trip in Kyoto is introduced. School trips are a typical type of group tour in Japan. The location analysis of the school trip students during their stay in Kyoto makes clear their dynamic status. When this dynamic status was showed to Kyoto city local government disaster management division, which had responsibility for making evacuation plans in case of emergency, the results were quite different from their expectations. This fact shows that location data analysis in an urban area is useful for the community in that area.
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Figure 1.2: Overview of Activity Support Based on Human Location Data Analysis with Environmental Factors
1.4 Research Overview

This section describes the concepts for urban area activity support that is based on human location data analysis and environmental factors, as illustrated in Figure 1.2.

Data Sensing Process  This thesis focuses on the analysis of tourist activities. Tourists are divided into two types, group tourists and independent tourists, as illustrated in Figure 1.1. The difference between the two tourist types affects the data collection methods. Tourist activity is collected using sensors like GPS, social network services (SNSs), and surveillance cameras.

While it is technically easy to collect location data, it still difficult to collect location data for academic purposes. There are two issues when collecting location data: privacy and sampling issues. In this thesis, to deal with the data collection issues, a unique GPS logger application that collects location data from users called the Educational Tour Support System (ETSS) was developed. An ETSS user is limited to school trip students, which is one type of group tourist, because it was originally designed for evacuation support and safety confirmation for school trip students in case of disaster. However, ETSS can be adjusted for use with other group tourists, and can collect location data from them. Chapter 4 describes ETSS application development, and Chapter 5 discusses the user expansion of ETSS to other group tourists.

Location Data  Location data can be categorized into two types, consecutive trajectories and fragmented trajectories, as illustrated in Figure 1.3. A trajectory is a time series of location data. A consecutive trajectory is a human movement trajectory sensed at regular intervals, and a fragmented trajectory is human movement trajectory that is intermittently sensed. A consecutive trajectory is obtained from GPS-measured location data, and a fragmented trajectory is obtained from SNS geotagged data and surveillance camera video. Although SNS geotagged data is a type of fragmented trajectory, the quantity of available data is huge. In the case of surveillance camera video, the location data of a person recorded in the video can be extracted using image analysis technology. However, image analysis of surveillance camera video is out of the scope of this thesis.

In addition to location data, environmental factors are used for data analysis in this study. There are many environmental factors that affect human movement in physical space. Environmental factors can be obtained from outside databases
like governmental map services, and it is relatively easier to obtain than location data.

Data Analysis Process The location data are analyzed by a process that outputs symbolic data. In this study, the transportation mode, visiting spot, and travel route score of the tourist trajectory are analyzed. Ideally, a consecutive trajectory should be used for all analysis because of its completeness. However, a fragmented trajectory can be used to some extent because of the collection issues stated above. For transportation mode inference, a consecutive trajectory is necessary because the context of a trajectory plays a role in the inference. In contrast, a visited spot can be detected from both consecutive and fragmented trajectories. The route score is calculated from the number of tourists who visit that spot.

Symbolic Data and Services The symbolic data, analyzed from the location data, are used for the tourist activity support service. The role of the tourist activ-
ity support service is to provide adequate information to tourists in order to shrink information asymmetry. The following activity support services are provided to tourists: safety confirmation, evacuation support, route recommendation, destination recommendation, and traffic navigation. This thesis studies three services: safety confirmation, evacuation support, and route recommendation.

Transportation mode is inferred for safety confirmation, and it can also be used for other statistical aggregations. The spots visited and the order in which they are visited are used for spot transition modeling. In addition, the environmental factors that influence spot transitions are considered in spot transition modeling. The spot transition model is used for route recommendation, which recommends preferable routes to each tourist. In future, other route recommendation systems should be studied for reducing the concentration of tourists to some specific popular tourist spots like Kinkaku-Ji temple in Kyoto by taking into consideration the transitions of other tourists.

1.5 Data Sensing Process

As illustrated in Figure 1.4, human activity is affected by the surrounding environment, and sensors sense this activity as location data. The location data is analyzed to convert it into symbolic data that are used for the activity support service. There are two types of tourists, group tourists, who travel as members of a group, and independent tourists, who travel alone or with small number of companions like relatives or close friends. The shaded boxes of Figure 1.1 illustrate these two types of tourists.

Tourist activity is sensed by sensors such as GPS sensors, SNSs, and surveillance cameras. There is measurement error in the GPS data because of the propagation velocity of electromagnetic wave and other factors. Therefore, GPS location measurement is usually assisted by Wi-Fi, gyroscopic sensors (gyros), and other sensing devices.

While it has become easy to collect location data from the viewpoint of technology, it still difficult to collect location data for academic purposes. To collect location data for academic purposes, there are two issues regarding privacy and sampling.

The location data that can be connected with an individual person are considered to be personal data, and the handling of personal data is regulated by law. Privacy law requires opt-in-permission to be obtained from the person who will be sensed before the data is collected. In case of third party usage of the
personal data, a usage agreement should be obtained from the recorded person before recording. Therefore, the re-use of location data that are collected for non-academic purposes by academic organizations is sometimes difficult and obtaining permission can be slow and costly. An example of typical location data for non-academic purposes is floating car data collected by a car navigation system for forecasting traffic congestion. An academic organization can collect location data by itself; however, the amount of such location data is far smaller than that for non-academic purposes.

In addition to the privacy issues mentioned above, there are also sampling issues. The location data should be collected from a representative population that reflects all activities in the target area. Some examples of collection issues
are as follows. The floating car data sensed by GPS sensors (assisted by a gyro) in the car navigation system are one of the best data sources from the viewpoint of data collection. However, the floating car data includes only car drivers, and does not reflect the movements of all the people in a target area. In addition, cellular phones sense a subscriber’s location. The location data sensed by the cellular phones reflects the movements of a greater number of people than the floating car data because almost all people in Japan use cellular phones. However, the usage of the location data sensed by cellular phones is strictly limited by the Telecommunications Business Law.

In order to address the collection issues, location data researchers should consider how to collect sufficient location data for their research. In this thesis, a unique application called ETSS is proposed that collects location data from users while addressing the data collection issue. The location data collected by ETSS can be used for research purposes because opt-in-permission is acquired from the users before location sensing begins. ETSS users are limited to those on educational group tours because it is designed for school trips, and hence the scale of the potential user group is still small. However, the design of ETSS can be changed for users other than school trip students, and more location data could then be collected from them. Therefore, the expansion of ETSS users from the viewpoint of business is discussed in this thesis.

1.6 Location Data

This section discusses the location data sensed by the sensors. First, the categories of location data are discussed, because what is called “location data” includes various data types, and there are many approaches for collecting data. This thesis categorizes location data into two types, consecutive trajectories and fragmented trajectories, as illustrated in Figure 1.3. A trajectory is time series location data that consists of time and coordinates (longitude and latitude). A consecutive trajectory is a movement trajectory sensed at a regular intervals, except for ignorable short discontinuities caused by measurement error. In contrast, a fragmented trajectory is a movement trajectory that is intermittently sensed. The time resolution of the measurement interval is not essential for the definition of location data categorization.
1.6. LOCATION DATA

1.6.1 Consecutive Trajectory

GPS sensor data creates a consecutive trajectory. GPS is the most popular location sensor because of its consecutiveness and accuracy. Location measurement using GPS is becoming easier than before because GPS is regularly equipped in mobile phones, car navigation systems, cycling navigation systems, and other wearable devices. To assist GPS measurements, gyros, Wi-Fi, and 3G assisted GPS data are frequently used. GPS can sense a movement trajectory with high temporal resolution. Using the consecutive trajectory sensed by GPS, the following information can be estimated:

- transportation mode
- spot visited
- order in which spots were visited
- amount of traffic

In addition to this information, from a consecutive trajectory, we can easily obtain personal information such as the location of a person’s home, office, or frequently visited shops if the same person is consecutively tracked, and this leads to privacy issues. In Japan, careful handling, specified by the Personal Information Protection Law, is necessary for personal information. For these reasons, it is difficult for academic organizations to collect a large number of consecutive trajectories.

1.6.2 Fragmented Trajectory

Fragmented trajectories can be collected using surveillance camera videos and geotagged data (including photos and short descriptions) posted to SNSs.

**Surveillance cameras** The surveillance cameras installed in streets or inside buildings sense movement, and we can acquire the location data of recorded persons by using image analysis technology. A surveillance camera can only sense a part of the trajectory of a person because a surveillance camera can only sense this trajectory when it is within the camera’s field of view. Therefore, only a fragmented trajectory can be acquired from surveillance camera videos. However, in addition to human location, surveillance camera videos provide the following rich information for analysis:

- number of tourists in the field of view
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- belongings
- clothes
- body position
- age and sexuality

We should obtain usage permission from persons before recording if we would like to use the surveillance camera videos for academic purposes because surveillance camera video includes personal information. However, it is difficult to obtain permission because an unspecified large number of people may be recorded by the surveillance camera. Therefore, surveillance camera video is mainly used for criminal investigations and not for academic purposes at present.

**Geotagged data** Geotagged data posted to SNSs can be regarded as a kind of sensor data. A geotag includes time and coordinate data, generally sensed by a GPS sensor. Flickr, Twitter, Instagram, Panoramio, and Pinterest are typical SNSs to which subscribers can post geotagged data. By aggregating the same ID geotagged data, we can generate the fragmented trajectory of an SNS subscriber. When a SNS subscriber posts geotagged data with usage permission, we can acquire that data from the SNS servers and generate a fragmented trajectory from them. Because the number of SNS subscribers is huge, it is easier to collect a larger amount of the geotagged data than GPS and surveillance camera video data. This is the greatest advantage of using geotagged data.

On the other hand, geotagged data have two problems, incomplete trajectories and time resolution. SNS subscribers generally post geotagged data when they are at a location in which they are interested, and they do not post when they are at a location that is not of interest. Therefore, a fragmented trajectory generated from geotagged data may miss some visiting spots, and there is no way for researchers to know which spots are not included. This problem is called the *incompleteness of trajectory problem* in this thesis. The time resolution of geotagged data is generally lower than that of GPS data or surveillance camera video because we can use only the few location data that were sensed when the geotagged item was posted (or a geotagged photo was recorded). This is called the *time resolution of measurement problem* in this thesis. From the geotagged data, we can analyze following information:

- number of tourists who visit a spot
- the spot that was visited
- order in which spots were visited
Although the fragmented trajectory does not include the whole movement, it can be used for the spot recommendation or other applications.

1.7 Data Analysis Process

Location data analysis research can be broadly categorized into two types, one that focuses on human activity status, and another that focuses on extracting a characteristic geospatial place like a tourism spot. This thesis defines extracting characteristic geospatial places as environmental knowledge analysis.

**Human status**  The human status analysis focuses on the movement of an individual human. This includes the transportation mode inference [5, 6, 7, 8, 9], frequent movement pattern extraction [10], and a spot transition modeling [11, 12, 13, 14].

Because the consecutive trajectory basically contains only coordinate and time data, a semantic description of the transportation modes is needed to understand the transportation usage of tourists. This is called transportation mode inference. In the study of transportation mode inference, an approach based on learning from the features of velocity or acceleration has been broadly studied [5, 6, 9, 15]. In these studies, the environmental factors that belong to the surrounding environments of the tourists are less used because of the difficulty of collecting them. However, in a physical space, there are many environmental factors around us that constrain movements, and velocity or acceleration are changed by these environmental constraints. The traffic regulations that prohibit tourists from entering specific areas or limit their velocity should be followed in all transportation modes, and some transportation forms like trains or buses should move along specific pathways. Taking into consideration these characteristics of physical movements, environmental factors should be used in the analysis, even if they are difficult to collect. In the existing work, some researchers have proposed methods that adopt environmental factors [16, 14]. However, these adopted factors are mainly natural environmental factors like weather and time, and the environmental factors that directly affect velocity or transition have not yet been considered. In this study, the environmental factors that directly affect velocity or transition are defined as the environmental constraints, and transportation mode inference that considers these environmental constraints is proposed in Chapter 2.

Extracting the spots visited by tourists and the number of tourists that visit it are the most popular goals of this analysis [13], as this information helps the for-
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mation of a tourism policy for the tourism destination management organizations of any local government. In case of the tourism spot recommendation, the number of the visiting tourists and order in which they visit several spots are used for calculating the route score [17, 18, 19]. In the study of the tourism spot transition modeling for tourists, researchers model spot transitions based on the relationships of the spots, which are extracted from consecutive trajectories [13].

Environmental knowledge The extraction of characteristic geospatial places focuses on environmental knowledge discovery. It includes the extraction of tourism spots by clustering methods [12] as well as transfer route extraction. In the field of environmental feature analysis, the research focuses on statistical information like popular tourism spot extraction, and it tends not to pay attention to the activity of individuals. However, road networks and other environmental constraints are taken into consideration in some studies, and these approaches are helpful for human status analysis.

1.8 Tourist Activity Support Service

As a tourist activity support service, this thesis proposes a safety confirmation service, an evacuation support service, and a route recommendation service, which are designed to shrink the information asymmetry of tourists in various situations.

The safety confirmation and evacuation support services are designed to shrink the information asymmetry in case of a disaster by sharing safety information among afflicted people and their families and providing an evacuation map to school trip students. The route recommendation is designed to shrink information asymmetry by providing travel routes to tourists considering environmental and human factors.

1.9 Thesis Structure

This thesis consists of six chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the thesis. In Chapter 2, the method for off-line transportation mode analysis with environmental constraints is presented. Chapter 3 presents an analysis of tourist behavior based on environmental and human factors. Travel route recommendation using the proposed model is also implemented. Chapter 4 presents the evacuation support and safety confirmation sharing services for school trips in disaster situations as a
mobile information system. In Chapter 5, a business model and market strategy for the mobile information service for educational tours is presented. Chapter 6 concludes this thesis with some discussion and future work. The four studies described in Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5 are summarized here as follows.

**Transportation Mode Inference with Consecutive Trajectories** Transportation mode inference, which is obtained using the location data analysis of consecutive trajectories, is discussed in Chapter 2. A semantic description of the transportation modes of the consecutive trajectory is necessary for understanding tourists’ activity. Evacuation support based on the understanding of transportation modes realizes efficient social resource allocation in case of disasters. In non-disaster situations, route recommendation considering the tourists’ transportation usage helps to alleviate the concentration of tourists in certain spots. In addition, traffic statistics are calculated to help generate local government tourism policies.

Many studies infer transportation modes by machine learning methods using velocity features. However, because trains and buses temporarily stop at train stations or bus stops, respectively, when movement is at low speed, the transportation mode cannot be inferred correctly using velocity features. The locations where the train and bus temporarily stop are generally known. Therefore, the transportation mode can be correctly inferred by using the location data of the train stations and bus stops as environmental constraints. This chapter proposes a method to infer the transportation mode from consecutive trajectories using environmental constraints.

**Tourist Transition Model and Tourist Route Recommendation with Fragmented Trajectories** Route scoring using the tourist transition model, which is derived from location data using fragmented trajectories, is discussed in Chapter 3.

Score-based route recommendation, which is one of the proposed tourist activity support services, is discussed in the same chapter. Route recommendation helps alleviate areas of the tourist concentration as mentioned above.

Existing route recommendations calculate the scores of all spot transitions included in the travel routes, and recommend the travel route with the highest sum of scores, which is calculated based on the spot transition model. Existing tourist transition model include factors such as spot popularity, tour purpose, and the most recently visited spot, and use the same factors to all transitions. On the other
hand, the proposed tourist transition model integrates all considerable factors that affect the spot transitions such as seasonality, time, weather, and previously visited spots, and use different factor set to different transitions.

**Evacuation Support and Safety Confirmation Service** The ETSS tourist activity support service for school trip students both during non-disaster and disaster situations is discussed in Chapter 4.

The Great East Japan earthquake in 2011 clarified the communication issues during trips in case of disasters: the stakeholders of a school trip require safety confirmation for school trip students. ETSS is designed to shrink the information asymmetry among the victims of disasters and their families by sharing this safety information among stakeholders.

**ETSS User Expansion** The user expansion for ETSS is discussed in Chapter 5. An ETSS user is currently limited to school trip students; therefore, the number of available trajectories is not large. Thus, this chapter discusses the expansion of ETSS to additional users from the viewpoint of social employment. A market strategy and business model are both discussed.
Chapter 2

Transportation Mode Inference

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, transportation mode is inferred by analyzing the consecutive trajectories of tourists within environmental constraints. A semantic description of the transportation mode used for a consecutive trajectory is necessary for understanding a tourist’s activity.

By considering a tourist’s transportation modes, he/she can be provided with adequate evacuation advice. For example, if a tourist rides on the train, the nearest station is the best evacuation place, not the nearest evacuation place. Evacuation support based on the understanding of the transportation mode efficiently allocates social resources allocation during a disaster situation. In non-disaster situations, route recommendation that considers a tourist’s transportation usage helps alleviate the concentration of tourists by avoiding routes with crowded transportation. In addition, traffic statistics are calculated to assist the creation of local government tourism policies. Understanding a tourist activity is important for the tourism industry and the local government of the tourism destination when creating tourism policy or marketing strategy.

Traditional questionnaires, face-to-face interviews, and traffic analysis are frequently employed for tracking tourist activity including transportation mode tracking. With the technical advances of sensors, GPS smartphones can sense tourist activity and generate large volumes of consecutive trajectories. However, these consecutive trajectories lack semantic richness because they include only coordinates and time. To enhance tourist activity analysis, the semantic richness of the data should be improved.
Many researchers have studied the transportation mode inference using machine learning [5, 20]. However, because trains and buses temporarily stop at stations or bus stops, respectively, when movement is slow, the transportation mode can not be inferred correctly from velocity. However, the locations where the train and bus temporarily stop are generally known. Therefore, the transportation mode can be correctly inferred by using such location data as environmental constraints. This chapter proposes a novel method to infer the transportation mode from consecutive trajectories using environmental constraints.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, related research is reviewed. In Section 2.3, the environmental constraints are described. In Section 2.4, the proposed method is described. The experiments are described in Section 2.5, and the results are presented in Section 2.6. In Section 2.7, these results are discussed. This chapter is concluded and future directions for this work are discussed in Section 2.8.

2.2 Related Research

Many studies have investigated transportation mode inference. The approaches of the existing research can be categorized into two types: those based on the features of an observed object, and those that use features surrounding the observed object. The first approach is defined as an object feature approach, and the second one is defined as an environmental feature approach.

The object feature approach estimates the transportation modes by learning the features in the training data. Some studies have proposed the employment of decision trees [21, 7], hierarchical conditional random fields [8], and support vector machines (SVM) [5, 9]. However, as stated in Section 2.1, this approach is unable to distinguish some modes using velocity only in the case of occasional deceleration. In contrast to researchers that use velocity, Ohashi proposed a transportation mode inference method that uses the fluctuation of movement, measured by an accelerometer that is equipped in smartphones [22]. In addition, Hemminki inferred the transportation mode using an adaptive boost method and acceleration data measured by a three-axis accelerometer [20]. These types of sensor data are difficult to collect. GPS trajectory data is used in this research because it is available in a broad range of wearable devices, and it is easy to collect.

Regarding the environmental feature approach, some researchers have proposed methods that use spatial data such as transportation networks or land use data [6, 15]. They divide the GPS trajectory data into moving episodes and stop-
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Movement in physical space is restricted by some factors that exist in the environment. The range of velocity is constrained depending on the time and location. The possible path for some transportation modes is limited, for example, for train
Table 2.1: Velocity of Available Transportation Modes Given Environmental Constraints

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environmental Constraints $e$</th>
<th>Point</th>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stop</td>
<td>Crossing</td>
<td>Car Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicycle</td>
<td>L-M</td>
<td>L-M</td>
<td>L-M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorbike</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L-H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>L-H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$ (incl. Taxi)</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L-H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and bus routes. In this research, the restrictions on the movement that exist in the environment are defined as environmental constraints $e$.

An environmental constraint $e$ can exist as a point, line, or area in physical space. Examples of point constraints are a railway station or bus stop. Examples of linear constraints are a road, railway, footpath, or cycling path, and examples of area constraints are a tourism spot or car park. These environmental constraints are not disjoint, and some environmental constraints can be allocated to the same point, like a railway and one of its stations. Therefore, we allocate the set $A_i = \{a_1, a_2, a_3, \ldots, a_l\}$, which indicates the existence of all environmental constraints at each observation point of the GPS trajectory data, where $l$ is the number of environmental constraints.

When inferring transportation mode $m$ from the observation points of GPS trajectory data, the change of velocity that is caused by the environmental constraints $e$ should be considered. Without this consideration, $m$ cannot be correctly inferred. The velocity of available transportation modes given various environmental constraints are shown in Table 2.1. For some combinations of velocity and constraints, some of the transportation modes $m$ cannot be available, and these case are indicated by ‘-’ in this table.

When the ranges of velocity of multiple transportation modes are similar, we cannot infer the transportation mode $m_i$ of a observation point $i$ by the combination of velocity and environmental constraints $e_i$. Therefore, we infer transportation mode $m_i$ by using the transportation mode of neighboring observation points and path constraints. In this research, these two are defined as context.

Here, environmental constraints $e$ are regarded as constant with respect to
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Figure 2.1: Static and Dynamic Environmental Constraints

-time. However, $e$ could be categorized as dynamic environmental constraints, which are variable with respect to time, and static environmental constraints, which are constant with respect to time (Figure 2.1). For instance, a road that changes to a vehicle-free street only on weekends is allocated a “road” attribute on weekdays and a “pedestrian road” attribute on the weekends.

In many cases, the location data of the static environmental constraints such as railways or bus routes are provided by governments or private business and can be easily used for research or business. In contrast, it is usually difficult to collect most dynamic environmental constraints like traffic congestion because these data are not measured or disclosed.

This research aims to be accurate enough to infer the transportation mode by using popularly available environmental constraints in as many cities as possible. Therefore, dynamic environmental constraints such as real-time bus locations or traffic congestion data are not used in this research.
2.4 Mode Inference by Environmental Constraints

2.4.1 Problem Setting

A GPS trajectory is defined as time series data consisting of observation points \( i(x_i, y_i, t_i) \) (where \( x, y \) are the coordinates and \( t \) is time). In this research, the tourist’s GPS trajectory data is input into the system and the system outputs a set of sequential data consisting of multiple transportation modes \( m \in M \) (eq.2.1) of the tourist’s movement:

\[
M = \{m_1, m_2, m_3, \cdots, m_n\}
\]  

Here, \( M \) generally includes walking, bicycle, motorbike, public bus, taxi, rental car, private car, and train modes. Some modes are not available in some areas. The transportation modes, which are the target of the inference, depend on the users of the inference results in the survey area. In this research, the transportation modes that are out of scope are lumped into one transportation mode because all observation points are labeled.

2.4.2 Overview of the Proposed Method

An overview of the propose method is shown in Figure 2.2.

Before inference, the GPS trajectory data is preprocessed. Because there is measurement error in the GPS trajectory data, this error is removed using the extended Kalman filter and fixed-interval smoothing. GPS trajectory data includes outliers that cannot be removed by the extended Kalman filter and fixed-interval smoothing when the tourist moves underground or indoors. Therefore, outliers are filtered and remove if the tourist velocity is over a threshold \( u \).

Tourist velocity is calculated from the coordinates of the GPS trajectory data [23], and velocity class \( s_i \) is allocated to observation point \( i \). Velocity class \( s_i \) is decided by dividing the velocity range into an adequate number of classes.

Next, the transportation mode of an observation point is temporally labeled using the environmental constraints \( e \). First, an \( A_i \) that indicates the existence of all environmental constraints at each observation point of GPS trajectory data is allocated. The transportation mode of the observation point is temporally labeled based on the combination of velocity class \( s_i \) and environmental constraints \( e_i \). Second, the consecutive observation points with the same label are defined as a segment, and the transportation mode of the segment is revised using the context of the neighborhood segments. After revising all the segments, the GPS trajectory
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Figure 2.2: Overview of the Proposed Method

is processed based on the new labels, and the procedure is repeated until convergence. Finally, the system outputs the inference as a vector of segments $g_j$ that consist of beginning time $b_j$, ending time $e_j$, and transportation mode $m_j$.

2.4.3 Preprocessing

This section details how the system removes the measurement error of a GPS trajectory, calculates the velocity based on this revised trajectory, and allocates a velocity class to each observation point. There is measurement error in the GPS trajectory data because of the propagation velocity of electromagnetic waves as well as influences of the ionization layer and atmosphere, and this error affects the determination of the environmental constraints. Therefore, in this study, the GPS trajectory is approximated using a linear discrete model, and the error is removed by an extended Kalman filter and fixed-interval smoothing [24].

Tourists do not move at a constant velocity, and they sometimes stop moving or change direction quickly. Therefore, the movement of tourists can be considered
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Although, their movement over a very short interval such as 1 s can be assumed to be linear. This movement can be approximated as a linear discrete-time stochastic system [25]. The tourist status equation, expressed as a non-linear system, and its observation equation are, respectively,

\[ x_{k+1} = F_k x_k + G_k w_k \]  
\[ y_k = H_k x_k + v_k, k \geq 0 \]

where \( x_k \) is the true location of the tourist at discrete time \( k \), \( F_k \) and \( G_k \) are the status transition and control input matrices, respectively, and \( w_k \) is the process noise. Furthermore, \( v_k \) in Eq. 2.3 is observation noise, \( H_k \) is the observation matrix, and \( y_k \) is the tourist’s location as measured by the GPS at discrete time \( k \). Initial status \( x_0 \), system noise \( w_k \), and observation noise \( v_k \) are assumed to satisfy Eq. 2.4 and are Gaussian. Note that \( F_k, G_k, H_k, x_0, \Sigma_{x_0}, \Sigma_{w_0} \), and \( \Sigma_{x_0} \) are given.

\[ E\{w_k\} = 0, E\{v_k\} = 0, E\{x_0\} = \bar{x}_0 \]
\[ E\{[x_0 - \bar{x}_0][x_0 - \bar{x}_0]^T\} = \sum_{x_0} \]

\[ E\begin{bmatrix} w_k \\ v_k \end{bmatrix} | \begin{bmatrix} w_k^T \\ v_k^T \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \Sigma_{w_k} & 0 \\ 0 & \Sigma_{v_k} \end{bmatrix} \delta_k \]
\[ \sum_{\delta_k} > 0, E\{x_0 v_k^T\} = 0, E\{x_0 w_k^T\} = 0 \]

By applying the Kalman filter algorithm to the discrete linear model, we obtain an expanded Kalman filter algorithm. The Kalman filter is a linear stochastic system, where the input is observation value \( y_k \) and the output is the inference value \( \hat{x}_{k|k} \) of true location \( x_k \). The algorithm is given by the following equations.

\[ \hat{x}_{k|k} = \hat{x}_{k|k-1} + K_k (y_k - H_k (\hat{x}_{k|k-1})) \]
\[ \hat{x}_{k+1|k} = F_k \hat{x}_{k|k} \]
\[ K_k = \hat{X}_{k|k-1} H_k^T (H_k \hat{X}_{k|k-1} H_k^T + \Sigma_{v_k})^{-1} \]
\[ \hat{X}_{k|k} = \hat{X}_{k|k-1} - K_k H_k \hat{X}_{k|k-1} \]
\[ \hat{X}_{k+1|k} = F_k \hat{X}_{k|k} F_k^T + G_k \Sigma_{w_k} G_k^T \]  

(2.5)
where $K$ is the Kalman filter gain, and $\hat{\Sigma}$ is the covariance matrix of the estimate error. When a new observation value is gained, the system sequentially calculates a new estimate value. By applying fixed-interval smoothing to $\hat{x}_{tk|k}$, coordinates are obtained for the velocity calculation. Velocity at observation point $i$ is calculated from distance $D$ between two consecutive observation points $p(x_p, y_p, t_p)$, $q(x_q, y_q, t_q)$ and transit time $t_q - t_p$. Distance $D$ is calculated using Hubeny’s distance formula, calculated as follows.

$$D(p, q) = \sqrt{(d_x Q)^2 + (Nd_c \cos(a_y))^2}$$

$$d_x = x_p - x_q$$

$$d_y = y_p - y_q$$

$$a_y = \frac{y_p + y_q}{2}$$

(2.6)

In Eq. 2.6, $Q$ is the Earth’s radius of curvature along the (north-south) meridian, and $N$ is the radius of the curvature in the prime vertical. Velocity class $s_i$ of observation point $i$ is allocated based on the obtained velocity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2.2: Velocity Class Probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Velocity (m/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2–3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3–4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4–6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6–8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8–10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4.4 Inference Using Observation Points

In this section, observation point $i$ is temporally labeled with transportation mode $m_i$ based on the combination of velocity class $s_i$ and environmental constraints $e_i$. 
We allocate $A_i$, which indicates the existence of all environmental constraints $e$, to an observation point $i$ as $i(x_i, y_i, t_i, s_i, A_i)$, and calculate the probability $P_i(m)$ of each transportation mode corresponding to the environmental constraint $e_i$ at observation point $i$. The transportation mode $m$ that maximizes $P_i(m)$ temporally labels $i$.

Probability $P_i$ is calculated using manually labeled training data. Because $P_i$ varies depending on the environmental constraints $e_i$, even in the same velocity class, $P_i$ is calculated as follows.

$$
P_i(m; s, e) = \frac{r_{m,e}(s)}{\sum_{k \in M} r_{k,e}(s)}, m \in M, e \in E$$  

(2.7)

In Eq. 2.7, $s$ is the velocity class of the observation point, $m$ is a transportation mode, $M$ is the set of all transportation modes, $e$ is an environmental constraint, $E$ is the set of all environmental constraints, $r_{m,e}(s)$ is sum of observation points that are allocated velocity class $s$ and are located in environmental constraints $e$ in the training data. This probability for various transportation modes is listed in Table 2.2.

### 2.4.5 Revision by Segment with Context

Next, temporal labels are revised by applying the context. To apply the context, a segment is created by merging consecutive observation points that have the same label. The context is then applied to the segment. Different inference techniques are applied depending on the environmental constraints, because the temporal and topographical ranges of velocity change depending on the applied velocity constraints.

The point-based environmental constraints $e^p_k$ constrain the velocity of observation points that are located in geographical neighborhood. The number of constrained observation points is relatively small. There are two cases of velocity and transportation mode change patterns around point-based environmental constraint $e^p_k$. In the first case, only the velocity changes. Transportation mode $m_i$ of segment $g_i$ that includes the constrained observation points is the same as transportation modes $m_{i\pm1} = m_i$ of neighborhood segments $g_{i\pm1}$. In the second case, both velocity and transportation mode change. Transportation mode $m_i$ of segment $g_i$ is not the same as transportation modes $m_{i\pm1}$ of neighborhood segments.
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The velocity change should be determined around point-based environmental constraint $e_k^p$ according to the transportation mode changes or not for the revised label. The difference in these cases is that the transportation modes change or not depending on the number $d_i$ of observation points of segment $g_i$. Therefore, $d_i$ is scrutinized. The distribution of the number of observation points $d$ can be determined from the training data. If $d_i$ is subject to the distribution, the velocity change in segment $g_i$ is a temporal velocity change caused by the point-based environmental constraints. The transportation mode can then be inferred as $m_{i+1}$. If $d_i$ is not subject to the distribution, the velocity change in segment $g_i$ is caused by a transportation mode change.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 2.3: Transportation Mode Revision from Linear Environmental Constraints**

The line-based environmental constraints constrains the velocity of additional observation points. The number of constrained observation points is more than those caused by point-based environmental constraints. In a segment $g_i$ that has its velocity constrained by line-based environmental constraints $e_k^l$, if the transportation modes of the neighboring segments $g_{i±1}$ are the same $m_i$ and $m_k$ does not conflict with $e'$ in the consecutive segments $g_{i-1}$, $g_i$, and $g_{i+1}$, the transportation mode of segment $g_i$, is inferred to be $m_k$. This is illustrated in Figure 2.3. Stations and railways as well as bus stops and public buses are examples of combinations of velocity constraints $e_k^p$ that constrain certain transportation modes $m_k$. 
Most of the area-based environmental constraints limit the usage of transportation modes. Therefore, by applying the area-based environmental constraint, the available transportation modes can be limited.

2.5 Experiments

2.5.1 Overview of Experiments

To measure the performance of the proposed algorithm, the transportation mode with GPS trajectory data of actual tourists was inferred. For comparison, the transportation mode was inferred using only velocity without environmental constraints. The same dataset with the error removed was used for the comparison test.

Participants were students and their escorts during group activities of a school trip. The group leaders carried smartphones that had GPS loggers installed. The number of participants in the study was 16. Hence, the dataset was made up of the data of 16 GPS trajectories collected from the participants. The dataset included 288,400 observation points before preprocessing, and 287,377 observation points after outlier removal.

The participants moved in over the course of a day with GPS-enabled smartphones, and the trajectory data was collected by the GPS logger application. As the GPS logger application, the ETSS application was used[26]. Participants moved over a period of 6 to 10 hours in a day, from 8:00 AM until 7:00 PM.

As the survey area, Kyoto, Osaka, and Nara, where many students go on school trips, were selected. The transportation modes $m$ that the participants could use were walking, taxis, public buses, and trains. No one used bicycles, motorbikes, rental cars, or private cars. The result was evaluated by a leave-one-out cross validation method. The correct classification for each observation point was determined by human verification.

2.5.2 Environmental Constraints

For the environmental constraints, the spatial information of bus routes, railways, and pedestrian areas, as shown in Figure 2.4, were used. For stations, railways, and motorways, transportation network data was acquired from a map company. For bus routes, public bus route data from digital national land information provided by the Geospatial Information Authority of Japan was used. For pedestrian
areas, the spatial data of tourist spots from Kyoto City local government were obtained. All data was provided in shapefile format, which is generally used for geoinformation system science.

A buffer was applied to point and line-based environmental constraints for convenience. A 40-m buffer was used for railways and motorways, and a 20-m buffer was used for bus routes. No buffer was used for pedestrian areas.

According to the location in physical space, multiple environmental constraints can exist in the same location. In this experiment, priority is given to environmental constraints, and the probability \( P_i(m_h) \) of the most prioritized environmental constraint \( m_h \) is allocated to observation point \( i \). The order of the priority is as follows.

1. railways
2. bus routes
3. motorways
4. pedestrian areas
2.5.3 Thresholds for Preprocessing

The velocity threshold \( u \) for outlier removal of GPS trajectory data was set to 50 m/s. This was determined based on the velocity of the fastest transportation in the survey area.

2.5.4 Car Mode

Public buses and taxis operate at a similar velocity and hence, it is difficult to discriminate between them by using the velocity of observation points. Therefore, in this experiment, after inferring the mode to be car mode, which consists of both taxi and public bus modes, both modes were split by applying path and velocity constraints to the segments. Public bus routes were used as the route constraint, and bus stop were used as the velocity constraint.

Although the Geospatial Information Authority of Japan provides bus stop locations, the accuracy is not sufficient for use as a velocity constraint. Hence, bus stop locations are inferred from the training data. These locations were inferred to be where the public buses stopped in the training data. A stopping event is determined when the public bus moves at under 2 m/s.

2.6 Results

The results of the experiment are shown in Tables 2.3 and 2.4. Table 2.3 shows the result when public bus mode and taxi mode were inferred separately.

Table 2.4 shows the result when public bus mode and taxi mode were inferred as one mode. The results show that the total recall for the four-mode case was 91.6% and the total recall of the three-mode case was 93.6%. The recall of public bus, taxi, train, and walking modes were 66.9%, 75.6%, 90.2%, and 97.7%, respectively. The total recall of the comparison method, was 73.5%, as shown in Table 2.5.

Although the comparison method inferred 3,599 segments, the number of segments inferred by the proposed method for four and three modes was 230 and 226, respectively. The true number of segments is 122. Figure 2.5 illustrates the mapped route of one tourist.
As the results confirm, a 91.6% recall was achieved by applying the proposed method to GPS trajectory data (for four modes). The recall of three-mode temporal labeling is 86.8% and the number of segments is 1,875. By revising using context, 91.6% recall is acquired. The temporal labeling with environmental constraints resulted in an improvement of 13.3% over the velocity-only method, and decreased the number of segments by 1,724. The revision by context resulted in an improvement of 4.8% over the comparison method, and decreases the number of segment by 1,645. The proposed method lowers the number of segments because small segments are correctly merged into neighboring segments by considering the change of velocity caused by the point-based environmental constraints. As shown in Figure 2.5, the results of the proposed method match human judgment, and it has enough accuracy for practical usage.

Although the accuracies of the public bus mode and taxi mode are low, they will be improved if more precise bus location data is available. It is expected that it will soon become easy to use public geospatial data such as bus, bus stop, and
tourism spot location data that are now difficult to acquire.

In this research, the proposed method was evaluated by actual GPS trajectory data that included four transportation modes. Other GPS trajectory data including other transportation modes was not evaluated. Bicycle mode may be easily inferred because of its distinct velocity range. Other modes such as motorbike, rental car, and private car modes may be difficult to determine because of the similarity of the average velocity of these transportation modes. In order to infer these transportation modes, car parking location data, where only these modes are allowed to stop, could be useful. In addition, most tourists who use private cars may not use other transportation modes such as taxis and public buses. Similarly, there are relationships among some transportation modes that are simultaneously used. Such context of transportation mode usage in daily movement could improve the inference.

GPS accuracy would also improve the inference of the proposed method. In cases where a significant error may occur because of multilevel streets or other reasons, adequate environmental factors cannot be attached to the observation points. Map matching technology that can specify the tourist paths using traf-
Table 2.5: Four-mode Recall of the Velocity-only Method (Recall 73.5%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inferred</th>
<th>True</th>
<th>Bus</th>
<th>Taxi</th>
<th>Train</th>
<th>Walking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n=18,768</td>
<td>n=41,218</td>
<td>n=33,682</td>
<td>n=193,721</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>9.7%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxi</td>
<td>52.5%</td>
<td>26.4%</td>
<td>47.0%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>38.2%</td>
<td>30.8%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walk</td>
<td>46.4%</td>
<td>25.8%</td>
<td>21.1%</td>
<td>98.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Traffic network data would be useful for car trajectories. However, people who move on foot sometimes walk along under 4 m wide roads, and it is difficult to apply map matching technology to such narrow roads.

In addition, dynamic environmental constraints like traffic congestion are considered to be one of the factors that decrease the inference accuracy. Traffic congestion affects the velocity of cars, and low velocity observation points may be inferred as walking mode without traffic congestion information. This study does not use the traffic congestion information because it is difficult to acquire.

2.8 Conclusion

This chapter proposes a transportation mode inference method that uses environmental constraints. The results of the experiments indicate satisfactory levels of accuracy for the practical application of tourist activity support. By determining the transportation mode, social resources will be allocated efficiently both in disaster and non-disaster situations.

In addition, the result can be used for touristic statistics, which is helpful for tourist destination management organizations. However, considering the application for tourist activity support or tourism spot recommendation, the development of an online transportation mode inference method should be studied in future. In case of the online transportation mode inference, the end of the segment is not determined from past data because the future data is not available. Therefore, the relationship between the transportation mode of the previous segment and the elapsed time of the current segment could also be used for analysis.
Chapter 3

Route Recommendation

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, tourist transitions among spots are modeled by analyzing fragmented trajectories of tourists for calculating spot transition scores, which are used for travel route recommendation. Also, we develop a mobile application that recommends preferable travel routes to tourists by using spot transition scores that are calculated by the proposed tourist transition model. Travel route recommendation can shrink the information asymmetry of tourists in a region, and helps to alleviate the concentration of tourists in some famous tourism spots by leading to other tourism spots.

The tourist transition model combines an environmental factor model and a human factor model using fragmented trajectories. In the proposed environmental factor model, different environmental factors are separately combined for different spot transitions, while existing models use the same factor for all spot transitions. Namely, the proposed model assumes that the influential degree of each environmental factor is different for each transition, while the existing models assume that the influential degree of each environmental factor is the same for all transitions. As the environmental factor, the proposed model integrates seasonality, time, weather, and other features of visited spots. As the human factor model, the proposed human factor model adopts the collaborative filtering that describes tourists’ taste for spots. Experiments were conducted for evaluating the proposed tourist transition model. The results of experiments showed that the proposed model could produce more similar travel route to the past tourists’ actual routes than the route produced by other methods.
Tourists usually make a tour plan when they visit to some tourist destinations. Tourists look for preferable tourism spots and make travel plans which they can visit all spots in time. However, many tourists are concerned about if their travel plans are best for their taste, if they can visit all planned tourism spots in time, if the visiting order is adequate, if the planned tourism spots are suitable for season or time because the tourists are usually unfamiliar with the destination. A route recommendation system that recommends travel plan that are tailored to the season or time zone can resolve their anxiety. This research defines tourists’ visits to some tourism spots as a tourist transition. The tourist transition consists of three environmental factors and a human factor. The environmental factors are a tourist as activity object, a next visiting tourism spot, a regional environmental factor like season, weather and visited tourism spots. The human factor is the tourist taste for the spot.

A spot where a tourist visits next can be estimated by modeling the tourist transition. Some studies model tourists’ transitions to next spots by considering both of environmental and human factors. In this study, influential factors to spot transitions are called transition influence factors. Existing tourist transition models assume that all transition influence factors give the same influence to all transitions. For example, most of tourist transition models using simple Markov model that uses spots in where the tourist visited just before spots where the tourist is staying as the transition influence factor. However, the influential extent of transition influence factors to each transition is different. Therefore, it is thought that the tourist transition model that combines multiple transition influence factors to each transition can estimate the spot where the tourist will visit next more accurately.

This study proposes a tourist transition model that combines different transition influence factors for each spot transition, and develops a route recommendation method based on the results of the proposed tourist transition model. The tourist transition model and the recommendation system are independent for together, and each can be exchanged to another system or model. Transition influence factors are divided into two types; a human factor like tourists’ taste, and an environmental factor like season, time, weather and spots visited before present spot. The proposed tourist transition model consists of the human factor model and the environmental factor model. The human factor model describes what kind of tourists tend to visit what kind of spot. The environmental factor model describes what kind of spots tend to to be visited under what kind of environments. The travel route recommendation system makes a travel route by using the transition scores among spots that are calculated from the tourist transition model, and proposes travel roures that match a tourist’s conditions.
3.2 Related Research

3.2.1 Environmental Factor Based Tourist Transition Model

Simple Markov model is broadly used as the tourist transition model that describes how extent general tourists visit to next spots [11, 12]. The simple Markov model assumes that spot transitions depend only on the present spot. However, actual spot transitions are affected by other environmental factors like spots where the tourists visited, season and time. Simple Markov model can not consider environmental factors besides of the present spots. In this regard, Kurashima et al. [13] propose a fusion model of simple Markov model and topic model. They use the information of spots where the tourist visited and spots where the tourist is staying to topic model. Also, Yamasaki et al [16] and Canneyt et al. [14] infer spots where the tourist will visit next by considering date and time. It can be interpreted that these existing studies focus on some specific environmental factors that affect tourist transitions, and researchers include these factors to their tourist transition models. In the proposed study, in order to consider more environmental factors, combination of environmental factors that have the highest conditional probability of transitions is included to the model. The highest conditional probability environmental factors are different for each destination spot, therefore, most efficient combination that makes the conditional probability at maximum is included to the model by analyzing past tourists’ activity histories.

3.2.2 Tourist Transition Model Based on Human Factors

As the existing tourist transition models that focus on tourists’ taste, a model describes destination spots based on the collaborative filtering [27]. The model infers destination spots of a tourist from similarities among other tourists and the tourist. Also, other models directly or indirectly score the tourists’ taste to spots and recommend the travel routes based on the score. The system proposed by Maruyama et al. [28] requires the tourists to rank importance of all spots. Another system proposed by Vansteenswegan et al. [29] requires the tourists to input their own taste, and calculates all spot scores indirectly from tourists' input and spot data that were input before. Kurata et al. [30] assume that the tourist does not recognize all conditions on the travel plan, and their system recognizes the tourists’ taste through an interactive communication, and scores the spot.

The methods that directly or indirectly calculate scores of spots require in varying degrees tourists’ input, and it burdens to tourists. Therefore, in my study,
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we adopt the collaborative filtering as human factor model.

3.2.3 Spot Visiting Order in Case of Route Making

The previous studies [28][30][29] generate the travel route by considering only spot scores. However, a spot visiting order is an important factor liked for good or bad of the route, too. As the travel route generation methods considering the spot visiting order, a method assumes past tourists’ travel routes as a spot sequence, and obtain a travel route that are recommended to tourists through an analysis of the spot sequence. The method proposed by Okumura et al. [17] selects two past tourists’ travel routes including the same spot, and obtains a new travel route by merging the first half and the second half of the routes. Arase et al. [18] assume a travel route as a spot sequence with time data (Temporary Annotated Sequence, TAS), and extract a frequent occurred travel route by applying the TAS mining method. These existing methods select the travel route that matched with tourists’ input from obtained travel routes, and recommend them to the tourists. Therefore, the methods can not recommend if no routes match with the conditions.

In this regard, Lu et al. [19] define the score of spot transition among two spots as number of tourists who transit the spots in order and consider the spot visiting order by calculating the score of spot transition. The number of tourists who visit the spot are calculated from activity histories of past tourists. The proposed method recommends the route considering the spot visiting order by scoring the spot transition like Lu et al.[19].

3.3 Route Recommendation Using Tourist Transition Model

3.3.1 Overview of Proposed Method

In this study, the tourism transition model in a specific area is described as a combination of environmental factor model and human factor model. The environmental factor model describes transition tendency of the tourist under specific environments. The human factor model describes tourists’ taste for visiting spots. Input data is the present spot, the required spot where the plan must include, and the excluded spot where the plan must not include. The proposed model outputs the score of the transition to the destination spot, the transition time among spots, and the necessary time in all spots. The score is calculated based on the
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The conditional probability under the combination of various environmental factors. The tourist transition model is extracted from the past tourists’ activity history. How the tourists act under various environmental factors can be grasped from the activity history of the past tourists because the activity history includes day and time data of each activity. After here, the activity history of many tourists’ who visited in the tourism area is called ‘past tourist history’. Necessary time for the spot sightseeing and the transition time among two spots are calculated from past tourist history. The necessary time and transition time including the influence caused by the environmental factors can be obtained by using the past tourist history.

The proposed route recommendation system is input the spot transition score, the necessary time for spot, and the spot transition time that the tourist transition model outputs. The system recommends the most suitable route for the tourists by solving the maximization problem of sum of the spot transition score while satisfying the tourist condition as the constraint condition. The tourists’ input is a travel time, a required spot, an excluded spot, a start spot and an end spot, and the upper limitation of the spot number.

The framework of the proposed system is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The past tourist history and the spot definition are given as an outside database. The spot
3.3.2 Gathering Past Tourist History and Spot Definition

This subsection describes how to gather the past tourist history and how to define the spot.

The past tourist history is extracted from the geotagged photos that are uploaded to photo sharing websites. Set of the geotagged photos of each tourist ID ordered by time stamp is called as a photo history of a tourist [13]. The photo history of a tourist can be regarded as the activity history of the tourist. The accumulation of the photo history is used as the past tourist history.

For modeling the tourist activity, by corresponding between filming points and visiting locations, a tourist activity is described as a transition among a visiting location. For corresponding between a filming point and a visiting location, a new concept of ’spot’ is introduced because it is necessary for dealing the visiting location as an area that covers a certain space. As the spot implementation method, there are two methods. One is manually given, and another way is automatically extracting by clustering [13, 31]. In this study, spots are given manually. An area corresponded to a spot is given as a polygon region.

3.4 Tourist Transition Model

3.4.1 Overview of Proposed Tourist Transition Model

We describe how to construct the tourist transition model in this section. This is believed that though the taste for the spot is different for each tourist, the visiting tendency of the spot for each environmental factor does not depend on tourists. In this study, it is assumed that the visiting tendency of the spot for each environmental factor and the taste for each spot are independent, and the tourist transition is modeled as a combination of the human factor model and the environmental factor model. The environmental factor model describes the tendency of the spot transition that is changed by the regional environmental factors like time, season, weather and geographical attribute of visiting spot. Also, the spot transition time and the necessary time for the spot are calculated. The human factor model describes the visiting tendency of the spot that is affected by the tourists’ taste.
3.4.2 Environmental Factor Model

As the environmental factor model, some models focus on a specific transition influence factor that affects the tourism activity, and include the factors to the model [13, 14, 16]. In this study, it is assumed that different environmental factors affect on different spot transitions, and all environmental factors are listed, and the conditional probability of spot transition is calculated for each set of the environmental factors. For each spot where the tourist transits from, the highest conditional probability set of environmental factors is different. Therefore, the conditional probability is calculated from the past tourist history, and the highest conditional probability set of environmental factor is searched, and the acquired set of environmental factors is included to the model.

3.4.3 Environmental Factor

Set of environmental factors that is a candidate for including to the model represents $\mathcal{F}$, and an environmental factor represents $f \in \mathcal{F}$. A subset that is extracted from environmental factors $\mathcal{F}$ represents $F \subset \mathcal{F}$, and $F \subset \mathcal{F}$ is included to the model. Subset of environmental factors $F$ is different for each spot where the tourist transits from. The environmental factors $f$ have some sort of specific values like time and day. For handling easily, the specific values are mapped to one of a finite number of the environmental factor $f$’s status, and this represents a mapping status $d_f$. Possible number of the mapping status $d_f$ corresponding to specific values is called subdivision number $b_f$ of the environmental factor $f$. Serial number like time or angle is corresponded to mapping status by equally dividing. Set of the mapping status $d_f$ of each factor $f$ of environmental factor subset $F$ is called mapping status set $D_F$.

When an environmental factor subset $F$ is considered, and the corresponding mapping status set to $F$ is $D_F$, the visiting probability of the tourist at spot $s_i$ transits to another spot $s_{i+1}$ represents $P(s_{i+1} \mid s_i, D_F)$. From Bayes’ theorem,

$$P(s_{i+1} \mid s_i, D_F) = \frac{P(s_i, s_{i+1}, D_F)}{P(s_i, D_F)}$$

$$= \frac{P(s_i)P(s_{i+1} \mid s_i)P(D_F \mid s_i, s_{i+1})}{P(s_i, D_F)}$$

$$P(s_{i+1} \mid s_i, D_F) = \frac{P(s_i, s_{i+1}, D_F)}{P(s_i, D_F)}$$

$$= \frac{P(s_i)P(s_{i+1} \mid s_i)P(D_F \mid s_i, s_{i+1})}{P(s_i, D_F)}$$

(3.1)

$P(s_i)$ and $P(s_i, D_F)$ are independent from $s_{i+1}$, that is, by using constant number $K(s_i, D_F)$.
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\[ P(s_{i+1} \mid s_i, D_F) = K(s_i, D_F)P(s_{i+1} \mid s_i)P(D_F \mid s_i, s_{i+1}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

Assuming independence of mapping status of each environmental factor \( d_f \in D_F, \) \( P(D_F \mid s_i, s_{i+1}) \) is as follows;

\[ P(D_F \mid s_i, s_{i+1}) = \prod_{d_f \in D_F} P(d_f \mid s_i, s_{i+1}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

Probabilities \( P(s_{i+1} \mid s_i) \) and \( P(d_f \mid s_i, s_{i+1}) \) can be acquired from following most-likelihood estimation equation (3.4,3.5).

\[ P(s_{i+1} \mid s_i) = \frac{N(s_i, s_{i+1})}{\sum_{s \in S} N(s_i, s)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

\[ P(d_f \mid s_i, s_{i+1}) = \frac{N(s_i, s_{i+1}, d_f) + 1}{N(s_i, s_{i+1}) + b_f} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.5)

\( N(s_i, s_{i+1}) \) means the number of tourists’ visits to spot \( s_{i+1} \) just after spot \( s_i \) in training data. \( N(s_i, s_{i+1}, d_f) \) means the number of tourists’ visits to spot \( s_{i+1} \) just after spot \( s_i \) under the mapping status \( d_f \) of environmental factor \( f \) in training data. \( S \) means set of all spots. For mitigating the impacts caused by small amount of data, an additive smoothing [32] is conducted. The additive smoothing prevents the probability being zero when some events do not included in the sample. By using the additive sampling, equation (3.4) and (3.5) are changed as follows.

\[ P(s_{i+1} \mid s_i) = \frac{N(s_i, s_{i+1}) + 1}{\sum_{s \in S} N(s_i, s) + |S|} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.6)

\[ P(d_f \mid s_i, s_{i+1}) = \frac{N(s_i, s_{i+1}, d_f) + 1}{N(s_i, s_{i+1}) + b_f} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.7)

\( |S| \) means the number of factors of spot set \( S \). From equations (3.2), (3.3), (3.6), (3.7), \( P(s_{i+1} \mid s_i, D_F) \) can be acquired.

By doing this, the tourist at spot \( s_i \) under mapping status set \( D_F \) can be inferred to transit to spot \( s^* \) in equation (3.8).

\[ s^* = \arg \max_{s \in S} P(s \mid s_i, D_F) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.8)

### 3.4.4 Environmental Factors that Influence Spot Transitions

This subsection discusses how each environmental factor affects on each tourist transition, and describes the possible factors of the environmental factor set \( F \) that was defined in section 3.4.3.
3.4. TOURIST TRANSITION MODEL

In this study, weather, season, time and visited spots are considered as possible environmental factors. These are decided considering the extent of influence to the spot transitions and easy to gather the data. Weather, time and season are generally recognized as factors affecting to tourists’ activities, and some previous studies adopted [16],[14]. Also, a transition tendency to rely on the distance among spots is observed, that is, some tourists visit near spots, and the other tourists visit far spot. Therefore, the geographical attribute of the visited spots before is assumed one of environmental factors. Based on the assumption, region, angle and distance from just visited spot are considered as possible environmental factors to be involved in the model.

- **Season:**
  For indicating the seasonal change of spot attractiveness, the travel season is included to model.

- **Time:**
  For indicating activity change caused by time period, the visit time is included to model.

- **Weather:**
  For indicating activity change caused by rain, the amount of precipitation is included to model.

- **Region:**
  For indicating broad area where the spot locates in, the spot set is clustered and the cluster that visited spot just before the present spot is included to the model.

- **Angle:**
  It is assumed that the tourist tends to select route to go easily, and not select a U-turn route. Based on this assumption, the angle from the present spot to the visited spot just before is included to the model.

- **Distance:**
  It is assumed that the tourist transited to a near spot tends to transit to a near spot next, and the tourist transited to a far spot tends to transit far spot next. Based on this assumption, the distance among the present spot and the visited spot just before is included to the model.
3.4.5 Search Effective Environmental Factors

Efficient environmental factors $f$ are different for each spot transitions. Also, if the subdivision number $b_f$ is different even in case of the same environmental factor, how to include to model is different. Therefore, it is necessary to decide the subdivision number $b_f$ adequately. Here, the environmental factor subset $F$ with the highest inference accuracy is searched for each spot. The inference accuracy is evaluated by the conditional probability of next visit spot inferred by the model included the environmental subset $F$.

Here, a search problem of the efficient environmental factor is formulated. When a possible set of environmental factors $\mathcal{F}$ is selected, possible sets of environmental factors $\mathcal{F}$ with same environmental factor name and different subdivision number are treated as different sets. The environmental factor subset $F \subset \mathcal{F}$ that is subset of $\mathcal{F}$ is set to the search target, where $F$ includes only one environmental factor $f$ that has the same factor name. Under this condition, the objective of the search is to find the environmental factor subset $F$ with the highest accuracy when $F$ is included to the model.

When environmental factors to be included to model are searched among whole of possible environmental factor set $\mathcal{F}$, the number of combination is $\prod_{i=1}^{m}(e_i+1)$, where number of environmental factor is $m$, and pattern of subdivision number of each environmental factor is $e_1...e_m(i = 1, \cdots, m)$. This is a search space of the search problem. For completing search within practical time period, the search space is limited. By roughly selecting environmental factors improving the inference accuracy if it is introduced to the model, the search space is limited. By repeating the search target to a part of the possible environmental factor set $\mathcal{F}$, the search space is getting small.

The search space reduction search is treated by recursive function $func$ shown in Algorithm1. Recursive function $func$ takes possible environmental factor subset $F$ as its parameter. If the number of factor of $F$ is lower than 1, it returns $F$. If not, it splits factors of $F$ into $F_L$ and $F_R$. Function $func$ is recursively executed with $F_L$ and $F_R$ as its parameters. Factor set $func(F_L) \cup func(F_R)$ produced as the result is set to $F'$. Next, only targeting environmental factors included in $F'$, all selection pattern of environmental factors are searched Here, inference accuracy to all combinations of subsets of $F'$ is calculated. Inference accuracy is calculated from next transit spots based on equation 3.8 and correct spots given as learning data.

$N_{brute}$ most accurate environmental factor subsets are set to $F_1, \cdots, F_{N_{brute}}$. At
last, \( F_1 \cup \cdots \cup F_{\text{nbrute}} \) is returned as the result of function \( \text{func} \). The environmental factors included in \( F_1 \cup \cdots \cup F_{\text{nbrute}} \) can be considered as set of environmental factors that improve the model if they are embedded to the model. Also, the search space is limited by procedure 7 in Algorithm 1.

Function \( \text{func} \) is recursively called till the number of factors is under 1. Therefore, it is called as times as is proportional for the number of factors, \( 2n-1 \) if the number of factors is \( n \). The acquired environmental factors is used as the environmental factor subset defined in section 3.4.3.

\begin{algorithm}
\begin{algorithmic}
\State \textbf{function} \( \text{func} \)(candidate factor set \( F \))
\If{number of \( F \) factor \( \leq 1 \)}
\State \textbf{return} \( F \)
\EndIf
\State Split candidate set \( F \) to \( F_L \) and \( F_R \)
\State \( F' \leftarrow \text{func}(F_L) \cup \text{func}(F_R) \)
\State Search space limitation only for factors included in \( F' \)
\State \( F_1; \cdots; F_{\text{nbrute}} \leftarrow \text{Upper} \ N_{\text{brute}} \) factor set by accuracy
\State \textbf{return} \( F_1 \cup \cdots \cup F_{\text{nbrute}} \)
\Endalgorithmic
\end{algorithm}

3.4.6 Calculation of Necessary Time for Spot and Transition Time between Two Spots

Here, necessary time for spot sightseeing and spot transition time are calculated. From past tourist history acquired from photo sharing websites, arrival time to spot is extracted as the time when the tourist took the first photo, and departure time from spot is extracted as the time when the tourist took the last photo, and necessary time is inferred as the difference among them. Spot transition time is extracted from past tourist history. If past history is not available, route guide of map service is used. In case of route guide, fluctuation of transition time caused by environmental factors can not be grasped. Therefore, correcting by transition time acquired from past tourist history, the transition time is calculated with considering fluctuation caused by environmental factors. As necessary time and transition time, mean values are used. No correction is treated in case individual differences is big.
3.4.7 Human Factor Model

Required spot is assumed to reflect tourists’ taste. Therefore, for inferring tourists’ taste for each spot from required spot data, collaborative filtering is adopted [27]. Collaborative filtering infers the target tourist’s evaluation for each spot under assumption that similar tourists similarly evaluate the same spot.

For inferring tourists’ taste for spots by collaborative filtering, past tourist history is used. Set of many tourists traveling to a specific sightseeing area in the past is set to $U$. Set of all spot where the tourists visited is set to $S_u$. Binary value $a_{u,s}$ indicating whether a tourist $u$ visit to spot $s$ or not is defined as follows.

$$a_{u,s} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } s \in S_u \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad (3.9)$$

For applying collaborative filtering, it is necessary to decide the similarity indicating how target tourist $u^*$ and another tourist $u$ are similar. In this study, both of tourist $u$ visited spot $S_u$ and required spot $S_{\text{preferred}}$ of the target tourist $u^*$ are considered as groups. And similarity $w_{u^*,u}$ among $S_u$ and $S_{\text{preferred}}$ is defined as how similar are these groups. Jaccard coefficient is used for similarity scale. $w_{u^*,u}$ can be calculated as follows.

$$w_{u^*,u} = \frac{|S_{\text{preferred}} \cap S_u|}{|S_{\text{preferred}} \cup S_u|} \quad (3.10)$$

$|S_{\text{preferred}} \cap S_u|$ is the number of common spots of $S_{\text{preferred}}$ and $S_u$. $|S_{\text{preferred}} \cup S_u|$ is the number of spots that are included in at least $S_{\text{preferred}}$ or $S_u$.

Using collaborative filtering, score $v_s$ against spot $s$ is calculated as follows.

$$v'_s = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } s \in S_{\text{preferred}} \\ \sum_{u \in U} w_{u^*,u} a_{u,s} & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad (3.11)$$

$$v_s = \frac{v'_s}{\sum_{s \in S} v'_s} \quad (3.12)$$

In case of $s \in S_{\text{preferred}}$ like equation (3.11), spot $s$ must be included in travel route, therefore, score is set to zero. In case of $s \notin S_{\text{preferred}}$, similarity $w_{u^*,u}$ among each tourist $u \in U$ and target tourist $u^*$ is calculated, and sum of $a_{u,s}$, weighted by similarity $w_{u^*,u}$ is set to score $v'_s$. Score $v_s$ is normalized value as sum of scores to all spots is 1 described in equation (3.12). Score $v_s$ is human factor model that indicates the taste of target tourist $u^*$ to spot $s$. 
3.5 Tourist Route Making

3.5.1 Formulation

In this section, using the output of tourist transition model described in section 3.4 and the input of tourists, travel route is scored, and the route that maximizes score is indicated. The output from tourist transition model is spot transition score, spot transition time and spot necessary time. Tourists’ input is travel time, required spot, excluded spot, start and end spot and the upper limitation of the spot number.

Travel route generation is formulated as a constraint optimization problem. Object function $g$ toward travel route $R = (s_1, \cdots, s_{|R|})$ is defined as follows.

$$g(R) = (1 - \alpha) \sum_{i=1}^{|R|-1} P(s_{i+1} | s_i, D_{F_i}) + \alpha \sum_{i=1}^{|R|} v_{s_i}$$

(3.13)

$D_{F_i}$ is a status set of mapping status set to environmental factor subset $F_i$ at spot $s_i$. $\alpha$ is a parameter that is set between 0 to 1. The first term of equation (3.13) corresponds to the score calculated from the environmental factor model, and the second term corresponds to the score calculated from human factor model. The smaller $\alpha$, the impact from the environmental factor model bigger. The bigger $\alpha$, the impact from the human factor model bigger.

In this study, the route to fulfill the following constraints and to maximize object function shown in equation (3.13) is searched. Constraints to route $R$ are as follows.

- Sum of spot necessary times and spot transition times is within travel time.
- Travel route includes all required spots.
- Travel route excludes all excluded spots
- The first spot and the last spot of travel route equal to the start spot and the end spot.
- Number of travel route equals to the upper limitation of the spot number.
- Travel route does not include the same spot.

3.5.2 Search Most Suitable Route

Here, the travel route that maximizes target function (3.13) and fulfills the constraints described in section 3.5.1. This problem is NP-hard. Therefore, We decrease calculation time of route search within acceptable limits by using annealing method as is meta heuristic search method.
3.6 Experiments

To measure the performance of the proposed methods, destination spots were inferred by using actual past tourists histories, and travel routes were generated.

Performances of the environmental factor model and the route planning by the combined model were evaluated. For evaluating the performance of the environmental factor model, we compare the results of simple Markov model with that of the proposed method. For evaluating performance of the route planning, we compare similarity among the routes made by the proposed method and actual routes of past tourists. We do not evaluate a single performance of the human factor model because we adopt a collaborative filtering as the human factor model.

3.6.1 Data

We collected 436,031 geotagged photos that were taken from January 2004 to March 2014 from Flickr. Photos that have no accurate location data were filtered by existing method [17]. 30 major sightseeing areas were set to spots in Kyoto area. Each spot is defined as a polygon area in a map space. Geotagged photos were corresponded to spots by 'Select Layer By Location' function of ArcGIS. In case that no spot is corresponded to geotagged photos, the geotagged photos were removed. The number of geotagged photos for experiments is 14,710.

After correspondence with geotagged photos and spots, the tourist histories that visited under 2 spots was removed. As the result, the number of tourists was 412.

3.6.2 Evaluation of Environmental Factor Model

For evaluating the proposed environmental factor model, We investigate whether the proposed method infer spot transition with high accuracy or not. Here, inference accuracy is defined as the ratio of true inference of next visiting spots. We search the environmental factor subset with the highest accuracy per each spot by using Leave-one-out cross validation. The target environmental factor is indicated in Table 3.1.

The proposed method searches environmental factors to each spot. Therefore, for evaluating the performance, assuming the same common environmental factors affect on all spots, the environmental factors are searched by using the same factor for all spots. Here, the parameter $N_{brute}$ is set to 5 in the search space reduction search. For comparison with the proposed method, we searched the environ-
mental factors by using simple Markov model without environmental factors and polynomial distribution model that spot transitions are independent from present spot, and tourists are assumed to transit to popular spots in where many tourists visit. The comparison of the inference accuracy is illustrated in Table 3.2.

We describe a list of the environmental factors searched by the search space reduction search in Table 3.3. The results in Table 3.3 show that different factors are efficient for different spots. For 10 spots including Ninna ji temple, no environmental factors are efficient. This means that no environmental factors improve the inference accuracy for these spots.

The experimental result shows that the proposed method improves the inference accuracy by including various factors to the model more than simple Markov model and polynomial distribution model. Also, the inference accuracy by the search using different factors for each spot is higher than that by the search using the same factors for all spot. The result shows that different factors are efficient for each spot.

Table 3.1: Environmental Factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transition Influence Factor</th>
<th>Correspondence Method</th>
<th>Subdivision Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Region</td>
<td>k-means clustering</td>
<td>2,3,4,5,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direction</td>
<td>Equally divided (0 - 360, east is 0)</td>
<td>2,3,4,5,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>Equally divided (0 - max)</td>
<td>2,3,4,5,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Season</td>
<td>Equally divided (Jan to Dec)</td>
<td>2,3,4,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Equally divided (0 - 23)</td>
<td>2,3,4,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather</td>
<td>Equally divided (amount of precipitation)</td>
<td>2,3,4,5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Accuracy of Next Visit Spot Estimation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Search using different factors for each spot</td>
<td>38.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search using the same factors for all spot</td>
<td>32.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple Markov Model</td>
<td>27.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polynomial distribution model</td>
<td>18.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.6.3 Necessary Time for Spot and Transition Time between 2 Spots

Spot necessary time and spot transition time are calculated by the method stated in section 3.4.6. As the environmental factors affecting on the transition time, 'season' with subdivision number 4 is adopted. The spot transition time that is acquired from Yahoo!Route Guide \(^1\). Business hours of spots do not considered.

3.6.4 Evaluation of Tourist Route Making

We generated route plans by using 412 tourist histories that were acquired in section 3.6.1 by using the leave-one-out cross validation. Flickr data do not supposed to use for input to the proposed method. Therefore, assuming that past tourists used the proposed system, the input data is extracted from the past tourist history. Travel routes are generated from the supposed input data, and similarities among the generated route and actual travel route are calculated. When a travel route is generated for a tourist, other tourists’ past histories are used for generating. It is difficult for the result of the proposed method to compare with the existing method directly because the proposed method is a mixed model of the environmental factor model and the human factor model. Therefore, in experiments, we compared with three travel routes, one route is generated by the proposed method, and other routes are generated by a random method and a shortest transition time method. The overview of each methods is as follows.

- **Random**
  Randomly generate travel routes satisfying tourists’ conditions.

- **Shortest transition time**
  Generate travel routes that manimize a sum of transition time among spots. Travel route is searched in the same way as the proposed method.

Supposed input data to system is extracted as follows. Starting time and date of a tourist is defined as the date and time when the tourist firstly takes a photo. Possible travel time is defined as enough long time. Number of spot \( n_{spot} \) is defined as the number of spot where the tourist visited. Tourists do not necessarily take photos in all spots during travel. Also, tourists may visit to locations where are not

\(^1\)http://transit.loco.yahoo.co.jp/
defined as spot in the way. Therefore, if possible travel time is defined from the past tourist history, travel route with more spots are generated than actually visited spots. Required spot is defined as the first visited spot of the tourist. Removal spot, starting spot, and destination spot are not input. As the measure for evaluation of similarity with generated route and actual route, editorial distance [33] is adopted. The route generating methods are evaluated by mean value of acquired editorial distance. The results of route generation by proposed method is affected by the parameter $\alpha$ in objective function. The mean value of editorial value when $\alpha$ is changed from 0.0 to 1.0 by 0.5 is illustrated in Figure 3.2. Loop number $N_{\text{loop}}$ in annealing is set to 10,000. As the result of experiments, a mean value of editorial distances is at a minimum when $\alpha = 0.35$. Therefore, $\alpha$ is set to 0.35 for this experiment. This result shows that a combination of the environmental factor model and the human factor model improves the performance of route generation.

The comparisons between the proposed method and comparison methods are illustrated in Table 3.4. The results show that the proposed method can generate more similar routes to actual past tourists’ routes by using the past tourist history than the random method and the shortest transition time method.

Average calculating time is 0.34 seconds for searching travel routes. The search program is implemented by C++, and is executed on Google Compute Engine virtual machine (CPU Xeon 2.50GHz, memory 7.5GB).

3.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed a tourist transition model that combines an environmental factor model and a human factor model by analyzing fragmented trajecto-
ries of tourists for calculating spot transition score. Also, we developed a mobile application that recommended preferable travel routes to tourists by using the spot transition scores that were calculated by the proposed tourist transition model.

As the results of experiments for evaluating the environmental factor model, 38.3% accuracy was achieved by applying the proposed environmental factor model to fragmented trajectory data. To contrast, the performance of the simple Markov model was 27.9%. The result shows that the proposed method improves the inference accuracy by including different environmental factors to different spot transitions. As for evaluations of travel route generating, we compared travel routes generated by the proposed method and actual travel routes of past tourists. As the results, we confirmed that we can improve the route generation performance by combining the environmental factor model and the human factor model. However, differences to performances of other methods are small, and there is room for improving the model. For example, we can improve the model by increasing the number of environmental factors.

The proposed model can be applied for other destination areas than Kyoto by using geotagged photos acquired from SNSs. For evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed model, next step is to apply the proposed model to other areas.
Table 3.3: List of Environmental Factors of Spots

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spot Name</th>
<th>Environmental Factor Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kiyomizu dera</td>
<td>Season(4), Weather(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyoto Station</td>
<td>Time(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinkaku ji</td>
<td>Time(3), Weather(3), Distance(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fushimi Inari</td>
<td>Time(3), Season(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weather(3), Direction(6), Distance(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yasaka jinja</td>
<td>Season(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Togetsu kyo</td>
<td>Time(6), Weather(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginkaku ji</td>
<td>Time(6), Season(2), Weather(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanzen ji</td>
<td>Direction(3), Distance(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nijo jo</td>
<td>Weather(3), Distance(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kyo to gosho</td>
<td>Time(3), Season(4), Direction(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryoan ji</td>
<td>Direction(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heian jingu</td>
<td>Time(3), Weather(3), Region(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chion in</td>
<td>Season(6), Direction(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitano tenmangu</td>
<td>Weather(2), Region(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodai ji</td>
<td>Weather(3), Direction(3), Distance(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tofuku ji</td>
<td>Season(4), Weather(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyoto tower</td>
<td>Time(4), Season(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daitoku ji</td>
<td>Time(4), Weather(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honen in</td>
<td>Season(4), Weather(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoren in</td>
<td>Direction(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ninna ji</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eikan do</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanju sangen do</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higashi hongan ji</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennin ji</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shimogamo jinja</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toh ji</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenryu ji</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jo jako ji</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daigo ji</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.4: Comparison of Editorial Distances of each Methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Average of editorial distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method ($\alpha = 0.35$)</td>
<td>2.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>3.466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortest transition time</td>
<td>3.344</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 4

Evacuation Support

4.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses a tourist activity support for school trip students both in case of the non-disaster and the disaster situations, and the method is implemented to a mobile application called ETSS (Educational Trip Support System). ETSS is designed for shrinking the information asymmetry among the victims of disaster and their families by sharing the safety information of the victims among stakeholders. By sharing the safety information, we can avoid failing the telecommunication network resources like a telephone and an e-mail in the afflicted area.

4.1.1 Importance of Information during Trips

If a person is not familiar with the location where they perform an action, the person requires an activity support like guidebook and map. The tourist is a typical example of the unfamiliar person because the tourist is generally unfamiliar with the destination. Many researchers have investigated recommendation system [34, 35, 13] and navigation system [36, 37] for the tourists in non-disaster situations. However, the recent earthquake in Japan showed that the tourist could not access the evacuation information and family of the tourist experienced problems when accessing the tourists’ safety.

The research subject of this study is a school trip, which is a representative type of group tour that occurs in Japan. Furthermore, the student activities that occur during school trips are similar to other school activities and the system can be developed to include most risky situations, specifically group activities. In the
case of a group tour, the number of people involved is often high. Individual tourists are not included in the scope of the present study.

4.1.2 Research Objectives

The objectives of ETSS are to help students to escape to an evacuation area rapidly by providing evacuation information and to share safety confirmations with relevant people during disaster situations. To support rapid evacuation, a student should know its current location and the locations of nearby evacuation areas. The evacuation process during the disaster situation is assumed as follows: (1) disaster alert, (2) confirmation of the current location, (3) confirmation of the evacuation areas, (4) selection of the route to an evacuation area, and (5) movement to the evacuation area. Our objectives are to minimize the time required for (2) and (3) by using ETSS system. Route navigation (4) is outside the scope of the present study because our system cannot estimate the availability of roads during the disaster situation. Effectiveness of our system is assessed based on a field test in a disaster-simulated situation, and a quantitative survey of the evacuation map function.

To share student safety confirmation, ETSS provides accurate location data for students at any time to all relevant people. In this research, I mainly use the location data to confirm student safety. Voice and e-mail functions are also included in ETSS as subsidiary methods. The effectiveness of information sharing depends on the user’s subjective evaluation. Thus, the effectiveness is assessed based on user evaluations in a quantitative survey.

The major contributions of this study include the following:

- A description of a mobile application system for confirming safety during school trips and sharing information with relevant people;
- A method to facilitate the rapid evacuation of students that saves time and reduces their concerns about the situation;
- Detailed evaluations of the performance obtained using the proposed mobile system.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes related research into evacuation guidance systems, safety confirmation applications, and information sharing systems. Section 4.3 presents the proposed information system, which was developed by an academic-industrial alliance. Section 4.4 provided the results of the experiments. Section 4.5 concludes the chapter.
4.2 Related Research

This section introduces related researches. First, we provide an overview of the school trip scenario that applied in Japan. Second, we compare existing commercial services and ETSS. Third, we introduce related research including studies of evacuation assistance systems, safety confirmation applications based on GPS, and information sharing systems for use in disasters.

4.2.1 Overview of the School Trip Scenario

In Japan, approximately three million students per year participate in school trips. In general, students participate in school trips during the third year of junior high school and again during the second year of senior high school. This is one of the largest group trip segments in the Japanese travel market. The school trips are organized mainly by components of the tourism industry (e.g., travel agencies and accommodation sectors) and by local government (e.g., Kyoto City) [38].

Teachers escort the students and they are responsible for their safety during these trips. This is different from a personal trip, where tourists are responsible for their own safety. Of course, it is also expected that the students will exercise autonomy during the planning of these sightseeing tours and while visiting tourist attractions [39]. Teachers, chaperones, and parents need to use information technology to keep track of the students’ locations to achieve two contrasting goals: security and autonomy. Teachers cannot keep track of students involved in group activities at present. However, if the teachers could determine the students’ locations, they might help them more rapidly in the event of a disaster or accident. Existing security methods for school trips are based on the premise that these methods will only be needed during the accidents and minor incidents that may occur in non-disaster situations. Thus, they are not designed for disasters. For example, the manual for school trips to foreign countries [40] only covers safety measures related to injury, disease, and theft. As the result, it was difficult for school staff to confirm the safety of their students during the Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011. In the case of the School of Engineering at Tohoku University, almost half of the students from this university who were affected during the earthquake did not confirm their safety [41]. The US government allowed GPS users to receive a non-degraded signal in 2000 and other positioning technologies that use mobile station are available [42, 43], but only GPS-equipped cellular phones that are designed mainly for voice communication are used during school trips.
After the earthquake, teachers and travel agencies were required to confirm the safety of students who were participating in school trips. Thus, safety information, such as the student’s location data, should be shared with the teachers who accompany them on the trip, as well as with their parents and the teachers who remain at the school, because all relevant parties in the students’ hometown need to know about their safety.

During disaster situations, the communication infrastructure tends to become saturated because of the vast amount of voice and data packet traffic for emergency call. Immediately after the Great East Japan Earthquake, the cellular phone lines were congested in the affected area and the Tokyo metropolitan area. Tokyo is far from the affected area, but many people in Tokyo made phone calls to confirm the safety of their relatives and friends. Thus, many teachers recognize that the availability of a mobile network is a key factor when confirming safety of students, and there is a requirement for an alternative safety confirmation method in case of network failures.

For clarity, we discuss the typical features of school trips. Three types of teachers are usually involved in school trips. A schoolmaster is responsible for the safety of the students during the school trip, and he/she usually travels with the students. Escort teachers, including homeroom teachers, the head teacher for the given grade, and other attending teachers, also travel with the students. A second master is an associate schoolmaster who usually remains at the school. Field headquarters are generally established to organize crisis management if trips experience problems, which are managed by the schoolmaster and the escort teachers. If the field headquarters lose their management capabilities due to a disaster, the second master must confirm the safety of the students and the teachers, and inform the parents.

The need to confirm the safety of the students is most urgent during group activities [39]. In general, a school trip is divided into two components: a main component and a group activity. The main component includes travelling from the hometown to the destination city, breakfast, dinner, sleeping, and a few excursions to major attractions. It is easy for the escort teachers to confirm the safety of the students during the main component because all of the students travel together. During the group activities, however, the students split into small groups of 4-6 members where the groups travel individually to preplanned attractions. The entire school trip normally lasts about 3-5 days and the group activities occupy 1-2 days.
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4.2.2 Commercial Services for Ensuring Safety Using GPS

At the beginning of the history of the smartphone, GPS-enabled smartphones were assumed to be a good platform for public safety applications [44]. Many services that ensure safety based on GPS have been released commercially for iOS/Android smartphones (b-safe 2013; circleof6 2012; SafeApp 2012; SmartSafe 2014). These services display the user’s current location on the smartphone, as well as sharing location data with permitted people and sending alerts in case of emergency. These features are similar to ETSS, but there are some major differences due to the different service scopes. The main differences are as follows: (1) the existing services are designed basically for personal use and they do not consider usage by general tour groups, (2) the existing services are designed based on the assumption that anyone can help the user if the user issues an alert (voluntary evacuation is required in the case of a disaster), and (3) the existing services do not provide evacuation area information.

4.2.3 Safety Confirmation by Estimating Users’ Location

As described in Section 4.2.2, GPS positioning is used widely for safety confirmation. However, GPS cannot measure locations in indoor areas or other inaccessible areas, thus non-GPS-based positioning methods are required for safety confirmation. Some studies have used indoor sensor networks for position estimation (e.g., gyro, ZigBee, and monocular cameras) [45, 46, 47, 48, 49]. Systems that can be used during network failures or disconnections have also been proposed based on actual experiences of network failures during previous earthquakes [50]. In the present study, we implemented Wi-Fi positioning using the MAC address for simple indoor positioning because indoor situations were rare in our survey area, but other methods may improve the accuracy of positioning.

4.2.4 Information Sharing

Information sharing is becoming increasingly important during disaster situations. The effect of information sharing via social media services has been analyzed previously [51, 52]. From the viewpoint of media research, some researchers have highlighted the risk of disinformation [53]. Thus, a closed group that limits membership may be effective for guaranteeing the trustworthiness of social information. Previous researchers have proposed the concept of a community response grid for information sharing via telecommunication networks during a disaster.
where the members comprise community residents (Jeager et al. 2007). Similar to the community response grid concept, ETSS facilitates the sharing of safety information related to students with a community of school trip-related people via a mobile network.

4.2.5 Evacuation Guidance

Disaster information is classified in terms of the timeline as a disaster alert or as evacuation information. A mobile information service called “Area Mail” was developed previously to provide disaster alerts [54]. Our proposed system is based on the premise that the service is available. Route navigation to the evacuation area is important as evacuation guidance. Some researchers have used sensor networks to detect possible routes [55], whereas others have proposed the sharing of route information among evacuees via wireless ad-hoc communications technology [56]. Simulation experiments using evacuation guidance via a GPS-equipped mobile phone are challenging because large-scale field tests are difficult in the real world [57, 58].

We do not employ route guidance in the proposed system because large-scale sensor networks are not available in outdoor environments and route information can only be shared among a limited number of users. Furthermore, this is a response to the lessons we learned from the previous earthquake. Before the earthquake, the students were required to wait for instructions from teachers before trying to escape. However, many of the students from one elementary school died when they followed incorrect instructions [59]. This was treated as an important lesson and the escape policy for students was made voluntary based on correct information. The request for evacuation guidance is based on this change.

4.3 Tourist Information Systems Based on Positioning

4.3.1 System Specifications

We propose the use of a GPS-enabled information system for school trips, which can be deployed as a smartphone application. The specifications of ETSS system are described in Table 4.1. A diagram of ETSS system is shown in Figure 4.1. The main aims of ETSS are to help the students to escape rapidly to an evacuation
area, to confirm the safety of students, and to share the safety information with relevant people.

In particular, the application collects real-time GPS location data for each of the student groups and provides their current locations and movement histories. Wi-Fi positioning is used in underground areas where GPS cannot be accessed. The location data are transmitted every 30 seconds and are stored on a server. Using these data, the teachers can confirm the locations of the students at all times. In situations where wireless lines of communication are disconnected around the affected areas due to a disaster, the second master, who is located at the school and is not affected by the disaster, can obtain the student’s location immediately before the disaster occurred.

Teachers cannot confirm the status of students using the location data. However, the teachers can use broadcast mail and VoIP as direct communication methods with the students. Direct communication functions are equipped because teachers stressed the importance of interactive communication methods. ETSS uses VoIP calling as the voice communication service and broadcast mail transmission function as the mail service. The call and mail history is available to the teachers, which allows them to confirm the safety of students in disaster situations.

ETSS is designed to consider the possibility that the network availability will be low. Thus, the students can access an evacuation area map even if no wireless service is available. The map data are downloaded incrementally to the smartphone during normal operation. ETSS uses VoIP as a direct communication method because the availability of wireless data services was better than that of wireless voice services during the earthquake in 2011, thus we assume that VoIP would be more disaster-resistant.

The battery lifetime of the proposed system is an important issue. ETSS application drains the battery quickly because it operates constantly when the smartphone is switched on. A regular battery is not sufficient for ETSS application to be used for over 8 hours each day. Given its likely usage in disaster situations, the battery life should exceed 10 hours. Therefore, an extended-life battery was developed for the system.

ETSS application uses the students’ location data, which must be protected from illegal usage by a malicious third party. Thus, ETSS application adopts an access restriction function. All teachers have access to information related to the locations and movement histories for some or all of the student group members, but access may be based on permissions. The students only have limited access to the information related to their own group. The difference between the school-master, the escort teacher, and the second master is defined by the access authority
An ETSS smartphone/tablet application was constructed in Android SDK for Android 4.0. For the mapping function, we used Google Maps Android API. The server-side application was constructed as Java servlets, which are executed in an Apache Tomcat container.

**Concept of the Tourist Information Infrastructure (TII)**

Before this study, our research team developed the concept of a TII that collects real-world information via sensor networks, offers this information to tourists in typical situations, and provides safety information in the event of a disaster, as shown in Figure 4.2 (Author 2012a). The present ETSS system was developed as part of the interface for this TII system. The system can be used by tourists to acquire real-world information about events such as traffic jams and it can be used indirectly to improve the attractiveness of destinations. We consider that these efforts can produce a positive spiral of improvement in human communication, both
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Before the trip | **Planning in advance**
---|---
**Non-disaster situation** | Display the locations of observing attractions on the map. 
**Monitoring the students’ trajectories**
- Track students in real-time (each 1 second)
- Transmitted the students’ trajectories to the server (each 30 seconds)
- Store students’ trajectories in the remote server (Tokyo)
- Graphical presentation of the students’ trajectories
**Indicate students’ current locations and movement histories**
- Acquire the current location data of the students when the teachers require

**Disaster situation** | **Graphical presentation of evacuation areas**
---|---
| Display the evacuation areas on the map near the students and the teachers
| Store the evacuation map in case of wireless network disconnection
| Display the latest locations of the students if the teachers require this information
**Voice and mail communication**
- Broadcast confirmation mails to the students from the teachers
- VoIP calls among the permitted users

| Table 4.1: System Specifications for ETSS |
in non-disaster situations and in disaster situations by promoting the circulation of information and removing various forms of miscommunication.

4.3.2 Details of the Applications: Students

ETSS is provided to students as a smartphone application. The details of the application for students are as follows.

Map

This application presents two maps to the students. These maps display the area around the group. Figure 4.3 shows screenshots of both maps. The screenshot on the left in Figure 4.3 shows the typical map that displays the planned attractions, the current location of the group, and the movement history. The screenshot on the right shows the evacuation map, which displays the official evacuation areas located near the group.

![Figure 4.2: Tourist Information Infrastructure](image)

On the regular map, the current location is indicated by a green circle and the movement history is indicated by a red line. One of three movement history
modes can be selected as follows: (1) current location, (2) 1 hour before, (3) the complete history. Three different view modes were developed because the line that indicates the trajectory overlaps with itself and it is difficult to see, as shown in Figure 4.4. The students can select the view mode by tapping on the icon above the map. Attractions are shown on the map as blue flag icons. The locations of these icons are determined and registered by the student groups via a PC before the school trip begins.

Figure 4.3: Map Application for Students

Using the evacuation map, the students can view the evacuation areas within 3 km of their current location by tapping an icon below the map. The evacuation areas are indicated by green running man icons, as shown in Figure 4.3 (right). The map can even be used if the wireless network becomes disconnected because the application slowly downloads map data in the background based on the student’s current location.
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Voice and mail communication

The students can call their teachers by tapping the phone icon at the top of the screen, as shown in Figure 4.5. The students can only call permitted terminals, which are usually those of the escort teachers. The teachers can also use broadcast mail to confirm the safety of the students. This function is described in Section 4.3.3.

4.3.3 Details of the Applications: Teachers

The application is provided as a smart tablet application for all the types of teachers. Tablets have good visibility for managing many student groups. In addition, the students’ locations and movement histories can be viewed on a PC. This functionality is typically used by the second master. The tablets have 10-inch screens. The tablets are not particularly heavy, but some teachers who participated in the experiments requested a change to lighter 7-inch tablets or 5-inch smartphones because of weight considerations. Figure 4.6 shows a screenshot of the application.
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Map

All of the teachers can view the current locations and movement histories for all or some of the student groups. The access authority can be controlled for each individual teacher. In general, the schoolmaster and the second master would be able to access all of the groups. The escort teacher’s access authority is sometimes limited because of administrative restrictions. These restrictions may be due to variations in the number of student groups. For example, the smallest number of student groups from a single school that participated in the experiment was four, whereas the largest number of groups was over 40. Observing too many groups will drain the tablet batteries rapidly. The escort teachers usually patrol outside during the students’ group activities. Therefore, the battery life is an important issue. Before the use of ETSS, student information was gathered during the teacher’s patrols or check-points were concentrated in the field headquarters (see Figure 4.1). However, the information was not shared effectively among the teachers in the field. By using ETSS application, all teachers can determine the locations of the student groups. Even in non-disaster situations, the teachers can check the locations of the student groups.

Figure 4.5: VoIP Call Icon
Voice and mail communication

All of the teachers can send broadcast mails to the students’ terminals to confirm their safety. Teachers can send short messages, as shown in Figure 4.7 (left), and the students select their reply from the list, as also shown in Figure 4.7 (right). The students can also add short messages to their replies. The reason for adopting a reply selection form is that it is likely that the students will be under stress and they will need to respond rapidly in disaster situations. All of the confirmation mails and reply mails can be viewed in a list format, which allows the teachers to identify the groups that have replied and those that have not in a single glance.

There was a problem with the broadcast mail notification system because the reply rate did not reach 100% during the experiment. This was because most of the groups received the mails while they were moving and they did not feel the vibration alert or hear the alert sound used for notification.

Positioning

ETSS system uses GPS and cell station (CS) positioning techniques. The techniques work well but locations cannot be measured in underground and indoor
places. In particular, GPS/CS can not measure location in subways and underground malls, as well as in arcade malls and buses on occasions. Figure 4.8 shows a typical example of GPS/CS blind zone. Some of the most popular places for school trip students are GPS/CS blind areas (e.g., the Shin-Kyogoku arcade mall and Kyoto station underground mall). In the GPS/CS blind areas, ETSS can not determine whether the student group has entered a building or an underground area, or disorder of ETSS application. This means that escort teachers will lose the students’ locations for around 30-60 minutes if students ride on subway. To solve the GPS/CS blind problem, we use a Wi-Fi positioning function to gather the MAC addresses of Wi-Fi routers installed in the main subway stations in Kyoto. ETSS application displays blue train icons when it detects a Wi-Fi router that is installed in an underground area. This method does not provide detailed locations of students, but escort teachers can know whether a student group has entered an underground area or ETSS disorder.
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4.4 Experiments and Results

This section presents the results of our experimental evaluations of the effectiveness of ETSS. First, we assessed the effectiveness of the information sharing function based on quantitative surveys to obtain subjective user evaluations and the results are presented in Section 4.4.1. Second, we evaluated the effectiveness of the evacuation map function in simulated disaster conditions during a field test. In addition, we obtained the subjective user evaluations of the evacuation map function based on quantitative surveys and the results are presented in Section 4.4.2. Finally, we tested the battery consumption because the battery capacity is a critical factor during practical usage and the results are described in Section 4.4.2.

4.4.1 Experimental Evaluation of the Effectiveness of Information Sharing

To measure the effectiveness of ETSS system’s information sharing function, we performed an overall evaluation of its operability where we assessed the positioning and communication functions in quantitative surveys. This is because the information sharing function comprises positioning and communication functions.
In addition, the concept of “information sharing” was difficult for the students to describe directly. The teachers also answered the same questions. The results of the overall evaluation and assessment of the operability of ETSS application are given in Section 4.4.1, while the evaluations of the positioning and communication functions are presented in Section 4.4.1. Quantitative surveys were conducted using a questionnaire in experiments Nr.1-7. The questionnaire is provided in the appendix. The questionnaire included some open-ended questions. The quantitative survey obtained 216 valid responses from the student group leaders and 41 from the teachers at seven junior high schools. Table 4.2 shows some details of the respondents. During the group activity, each respondent used ETSS application, which was installed on a smartphone, as described in Table 4.3. The group leaders used smartphones and the escort teachers used tablets. To clarify the structure of a typical school trip, we present the itinerary used in experiment Nr.1. All five groups started from a hotel located near Kyoto station at 08:00. All of the groups visited Kinkaku-ji temple, Kitano-tenmangu shrine, and Kiyomizu-dera temple. Two of the groups only visited these three attractions. Two of the groups also visited Ryoan-ji temple and one group visited Nishiki-ichiba market. Finally, the students went to a hotel located in Osaka at 17:30. The students travelled by train, subway, bus, and foot. None of the groups used a sightseeing taxi service or rental cycle service. The total free activity time was 9 hours and 30 minutes.

Table 4.2: List of Interviews and Paper Questionnaires

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Number of groups</th>
<th>Number of teachers</th>
<th>Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2013/4/11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2013/5/29</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Leaders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2013/5/31</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Leaders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2013/6/1</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Leaders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2013/6/2</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Leaders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2013/6/7</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Leaders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2013/6/8</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Leaders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>216</td>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1We did not use the spare battery in the battery consumption test and the evacuation test.
Table 4.3: List of Devices and Applications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Student smartphone</th>
<th>Battery</th>
<th>Teacher tablet</th>
<th>Trajectory tracking</th>
<th>Direct communication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-7</td>
<td>Samsung Galaxy S3</td>
<td>Regular + 1200 mAh spare battery</td>
<td>Samsung Galaxy Galaxy &amp; Wi-Fi Mail</td>
<td>Voice &amp; Mail</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Results of Quantitative Surveys Used to Obtain Overall Evaluations and Operability Assessments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Teachers</th>
<th>Student leaders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1: Overall evaluation :</td>
<td>Ave.</td>
<td>Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Considering your experience with ETSS, how do you rate the quality of the application you used?</td>
<td>3.7 / 5.0</td>
<td>3.8 / 5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2: Operability :</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Considering your experience with ETSS, how do you rate the operation of ETSS application?</td>
<td>Ave.</td>
<td>Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.4 / 5.0</td>
<td>3.8 / 5.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Overall Evaluation and Operability

The average overall evaluation rating by teachers was 3.7 out of 5. The proportion of respondents who rated ETSS as 4 or 5 out of 5 was 63.4%. The average score given by the student leaders was 3.8 out of 5. The proportion of group leaders who rated the application as 4 or 5 out of 5 (70.8%) was higher than that among the teachers.

Table 4.4 shows a summary of the results. Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 show the distribution of the overall evaluation scores. The average overall operability rating by teachers was 3.4 out of 5. This was relatively low, but it was possibly due to the failure of the VoIP function in experiment Nr.2. The proportion of respondents who rated ETSS as 4 or 5 out of 5 was 46.3%. The average score given by student leaders was 3.8 out of 5. The proportion of the group leaders who rated the application as 4 or 5 out of 5 (69.9%) was much higher than that among the teachers. Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.10 show the distribution of the operability scores. Based on the open-ended questions, we found that some teachers highlighted the effective sharing of student information using ETSS and the benefit of the early detection of student group problems.

Figure 4.9: Overall Evaluations and Operability Assessments for ETSS (Students)
Evaluation of the positioning and communication functions

Positioning  We obtained the evaluations of the positioning functions based on the following three questions: (Q3) ease of identifying the location, (Q4) accuracy of positioning, and (Q5) location tracking capacity. For the “ease of identifying the location,” the average rating by the teachers was 2.7 out of 3 and that by the leaders was 2.7. For the “accuracy of positioning,” the average rating by teachers was 2.0 out of 3 and that by the leaders was 2.1. For the “location tracking capacity,” the average rating by teachers was 2.5 out of 4 and that by the leaders was 2.8. Thus, the ratings for accuracy were not good, which may have been caused by GPS errors. Table 4.5 shows a summary of the results.

Voice and mail function  The teachers’ evaluations of the VoIP function were not good. The average rating by teachers was 2.1 out of 3. The teachers treated the VoIP application as an alternative to a normal telephone service and they expected the same level of service. In addition to system failures, the main reasons for the poor ratings were as follows.
4.4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Table 4.5: Results of Quantitative Surveys of Positioning Function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Teachers</th>
<th>Student leaders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q3: Eases of identifying the location:</td>
<td>Ave. 2.7/3.0</td>
<td>Ave. 2.7/3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When you looked for your location in ETSS,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>how did you rate the identification of your location?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4: Accuracy of the location:</td>
<td>Ave. 2.0/3.0</td>
<td>Ave. 2.1/3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When you looked for your location in ETSS,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>how did you rate the accuracy?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5: Location tracking capacity:</td>
<td>Ave. 2.5/4.0</td>
<td>Ave. 2.8/4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When you looked for your location in ETSS,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>how frequently was it displayed?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- The teachers had to use the handset via the tablet.
- The use of the VoIP application was not easy to understand.
- The teachers could not check the students’ locations while making a call.

There was no major dissatisfaction with the mail system, apart from the system failures.

Experimental assessments of the evacuation guidance function

To assess the effectiveness of the evacuation map function, we conducted a field test using simulated disaster conditions. In addition, we obtained subjective user evaluations of the evacuation map function based on quantitative surveys.

Evacuation test

We assumed that the evacuation process in the disaster situation occurred as follows: (1) disaster alert, (2) confirmation of the current location, (3) confirmation of the evacuation areas, (4) selection the route to the evacuation area, and (5) movement to the evacuation area. ETSS could help students to evacuate rapidly by minimizing the time required for (2) and (3). We assessed this model based on a field test in simulated disaster conditions. We tested the model by comparing the activities of ETSS users and non-ETSS users, where the key factor was velocity.
We conducted the test with university students who were aged around 20 years. The participation of senior or junior high school students was desirable, but it was difficult for them to participate because they had no time to undergo the test during their busy school trips. During the test, each student used ETSS application, which was installed on their smartphone, as described in Table 4.3. Eight students participated in the test and we divided them into two groups. Group A used ETSS whereas group B only used a paper map. We refer to the group members as A1-A4 and B1-B4. The students started walking after being instructed to obey the messages that they would receive later. The members of group A were ordered to move to the evacuation area in 10 minutes and they were given permission to use ETSS by e-mail, whereas the members of group B received the same order but they only used a paper map.

The results of the test are shown in Table 4.6. The results showed that the average velocity of group A was higher than that of group B. The result for B1 was an outlier because he lost track of his location and could not reach any of the evacuation areas. We consider that the assumptions of the evacuation model were confirmed and that ETSS was beneficial for evacuation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Member</th>
<th>(A)</th>
<th>(B)</th>
<th>(B)/(A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total time (hh:mm:ss)</td>
<td>Distance (meters)</td>
<td>Velocity (meters/minute)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1(ETSS)</td>
<td>0:05:35</td>
<td>518</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2(ETSS)</td>
<td>0:04:29</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3(ETSS)</td>
<td>0:05:25</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4(ETSS)</td>
<td>0:06:19</td>
<td>1,156</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1(Map)</td>
<td>LOST</td>
<td>LOST</td>
<td>LOST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2(Map)</td>
<td>0:09:33</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3(Map)</td>
<td>0:12:51</td>
<td>817</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4(Map)</td>
<td>0:06:34</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^2\)Average velocity of group A members = 114 meters/minute

\(^3\)Average velocity of group B members = 58 meters/minute
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Evaluation of the evacuation guidance function

We evaluated the evacuation guidance function by asking the following question: (Q6) ease of identifying the evacuation areas. The average rating by teachers was 2.6 out of 3 and that by the leaders was 2.8. These rating were very high but this is the evaluation for guidance map. The respondents did not move to the evacuation area by following the guide.

4.4.2 Evaluation of the Battery Life

ETSS application drains batteries very rapidly. In our battery consumption test, we found that it drained a regular Galaxy S3 battery in about 7 hours in the worst case, without using VoIP calls, mail, or other operations such as web browsing. The results of the test are shown in Table 4.7.

We consider that ETSS application could be used for up to 10 hours during a disaster. Thus, a spare battery or an extended-life battery is essential. Spare batteries can be connected to phones via a USB cable after the regular battery has been drained. An extended-life battery is exchanged for the regular battery. A 1200 mAh spare battery was used in experiments Nr.1-7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>logging interval</th>
<th>Situation</th>
<th>Situation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indoor</td>
<td>7:46:25</td>
<td>8:19:31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor</td>
<td>8:17:27</td>
<td>11:09:52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.7: Results of Battery Consumption Test

4 The participants did not use mail, VoIP, or any other functions during the test.

4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed a tourism information system for school trips called ETSS. The objectives of ETSS system are to help students to escape rapidly to an evacuation area by providing evacuation information and to share safety confirmation information with relevant people during disasters. The evacuation guidance function is based on a hypothetical evacuation activity model. In this study, we
provided an overview of ETSS and confirmed the evacuation activity model based on a field test and detailed evaluations of the performance obtained using ETSS system.

ETSS commenced semi-formal operation in December 2013 and started the formal operation in April 2014. The system will be improved during practical operation. We forecast that the total number of ETSS users during FY2014 will reach to around 15,000 users.

We have various plans for future work. We consider that the evacuees would want to plan their route to navigate their way to safety during evacuation. From the viewpoint of evacuation during a disaster, navigation should be based on the real-time status of the affected areas where the disaster occurs because the evacuees cannot move via disaster-affected routes. To acquire real-time status information, it will be necessary to combine external sensors, thus we will need to collaborate with ubiquitous sensing network researchers [58, 57]. We consider that surveillance cameras and the GPS systems installed in automobiles could be potential sensing devices. There are some examples of the use of the large-scale GPS trajectory data collected by car navigation systems for detecting the available routes in areas affected by disasters (e.g., tsunamis and heavy snow).

There is also a problem with indoor location estimation. At present, we use the Wi-Fi MAC addresses for indoor estimation, but this is not sufficient to estimate the location accurately. We consider that a more accurate indoor location estimation technique is required. We will collaborate with other researchers who have investigated location estimation with smartphones using stochastic process models [46, 60]. We also need to consider situations where Wi-Fi routers are not available. For example, the existing distribution of Wi-Fi routers is not adequate in regional cities at present. In these cases, dead reckoning-based localization techniques may be considered [61].

For information sharing, we are considering the possibility of collaboration with local governments. If the local governments can share the safety information related to students during disasters, this would dramatically improve the efficiency of rescue activities. Collaboration with the local governments will help us to utilize the outdoor sensing networks owned by governments (e.g., surveillance cameras, water gauges, and fire monitoring systems).
Chapter 5

ETSS User Expansion

5.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the expansion of the Educational Travel Support System (ETSS) to additional users from the viewpoint of social employment such as a market strategy and business model. By expanding ETSS to other group tourist, more stakeholders of group tourists in the afflicted can share the safety information of group tourists than school trip students. Also, the number of available trajectories increases for research purposes.

Since the Great East Japan Earthquake and New Zealand Canterbury Earthquake, teachers and parents now require to ensure the security of students during school trips by using information technology. Our research team developed and commercially released ETSS for student safety in 2014. In this chapter, we show an ETSS’ business model based on a combination of an application bundle model and an oligopolistic partner of distribution channel, and we verify the practical effectiveness and the validity of the ETSS business model and market strategy for the school trip market through on actual productization. We took particular note of business to business (B2B) characteristics of school trip. In addition, we discuss the applicability of ETSS to each category of MICE (Meeting, Incentive tour, Convention, Exhibition).
5.2 Mobile Safety Confirmation Service for Educational Tour

In Japan, 2.0-2.5 million senior / junior high school students go school trip annually and, this is the biggest educational tour in Japan. Also, 30 thousands senior high school students go on an overseas study program [62]. The safe control of the students during the educational tours is mainly managed by teachers and tour escorts, however, in New Zealand earthquake that many students died in 2011 and the Great East Japan Earthquake that many school trip students were suffered, the difficulties of the safety confirmation was made clear in case of such big disasters because teachers and school escorts are suffered, too. So, the school relatives and the parents expect for informatization of the safety confirmation of the students during the educational tours by using the location data.

Some educational organizations manage educational tours as a tour coordinator or a host, and these organizations have responsibility of the safety management or safety confirmation of students who take part in during educational tours. This differs to independent tours. Independent tourists are responsible for his / her safety. This fact shows that service for educational tours is a kind of B2B services but business to consumer (B2C) services. Because of communication technology and downsizing, safety confirmation services that teachers and the escort staff have been managed can be provided as mobile information services. However, contrast to the needs of teachers and parents, safety confirmation services for educational tour managers have not been provided. So, a market strategy and business model for safety confirmation services for educational tour managers are not well-known, and the research about the market strategy and business model is socially required.

Therefore, we have developed ETSS based on location data analysis for school trip that is a representative educational tour in Japan [63]. ETSS has been provided for schools since 2014. In this study, we show the business model and the market strategy of ETSS, and verify the effectiveness and adequateness based on ETSS productization case. It is difficult to verify the effectiveness and adequateness of ETSS’s market strategy because the service period of ETSS service is only 1 year. Therefore, we only analyze the status of ETSS business. The technical detail of ETSS was stated in Chapter 4.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.3, we discuss the business model and the market strategy of existing tourist mobile information services. In Section 5.4, we describe the business model and the market strategy of ETSS. In
Section 5.5, we discuss effectiveness and adequateness of ETSS. In Section 5.6, we discuss applicability of ETSS to other group tours. We conclude this chapter and discuss future work in Section 5.7.

5.3 Existing Mobile Information Service for Tourist

5.3.1 Classification of Mobile Information Service

Tourist mobile information services, including services for educational tours, are categorized to (1) safety confirmation and ensuring, (2) travel guide and booking, (3) other specialized services such as educational supports for educational tour, event information for event tour. In this section, we discuss the safety confirmation and ensuring services for tour managers stated in (1). As for services stated in (2) and (3), we discuss necessity of implementing in ETSS.

Independent tourists, educational tour participants and mangers of educational tours have different needs for the safety confirmation services stated in (1). The participants require functions to inform tour managers of their safety and to inform them where to evacuate. The tour managers require functions to know all participants’ safety, to view all safety information at ease, to share the safety information among all managers, to help the evacuation activity and the rescue activity by two-way communication with participants. Whereabouts confirmation using an e-mail, a telephone and a location data has been used for the safety confirmation. The combination use of multiple methods is preferable from a viewpoint of availability in disaster situations. As services for business use, some integrated services provide both of broadcast mail distribution and electric bulletin board fuctions for safety confirmation and status viewing [64]. Area mail [54] and some other services provide locations of evacuation shelters and disaster alert for customers but they lack management functions.

Travel planning support, booking, travel guide and destination/spot recommendation stated in (2) should not be newly developed because they are generic services and many third party products are there. Conference assistance functions in academic communities [65], and augmented reality functions for education [66, 67] are proposed for wide array of travel applications as specialized services stated in (3). However, these services lack versatility because they are specialized for applications. Though these educational supports is expected to equipped in ETSS in future, we decided not to equip educational functions when ETSS was launched.
5.3.2 Business Model and Market Strategy of Existing Services

Here is the business model that is generally adopted for mobile information business. Most of mobile information business adopt combination with revenue from mobile ads, revenue from sales of goods, revenue from subscription fee. According to Gartner [68], free applications would account for 89 percent of total downloads. In terms of the applications that consumers are buying, 90 percent of the paid-for downloads cost less than 3 US dollar each. In Japan, most of the paid-for applications cost less than several hundreds yen. More applications use in-app accounting, but the trend is limited to game application. Distribution channel for consumers is limited to two digital distribution platform like AppStore and GooglePlay, and service providers can not differentiate by distribution.

It is difficult to adopt generic business model to ETSS for educational tour. Mobile ads on educational applications for students are questioned, and teachers are split on whether mobile ads can be displayed or not, and it is left open. According to our listening survey, among junior high school teachers in compulsory education period, negative opinions were relatively strong. Outside revenue from mobile ads, sales of goods should be corporation with other companies, and bargaining cost among them is high. High subscription fee covers all cost associated with, but customers who are used to free applications may avoid downloading. Therefore, business model depending on subscription fee should provide some service elements for convincing customers to accept the subscription fee.

Generic mobile information business generally adopt market strategy to boost market share in the early stage of product life cycle by improving the awareness. This is because why distribution channels are limited and subscription fee is mostly free. Most of tourist mobile information business follow the strategy. However, it is not impossible that the business uses another distribution channel.

5.4 Business Model and Market Strategy for ETSS

As stated in chapter 5.3, there are different needs for safety confirmation function for managers in educational tour than individual tourists. Also, depending on characteristics of the educational tour, mobile ads model is not appropriate to be applied. Based on the analysis of existing services, we discuss the business model for ETSS. Comparison with the existing model is described on Figure 5.1. Upper left shows the business model for the existing individual tour information mobile service, and upper left shows the business model for ETSS.
ETSS provides safety confirmation for managers, and its users are students as participants and teachers as managers. For managers, ETSS provides (1) confirming safety of participants, (2) viewing safety, (3) sharing safety information among managers, (4) two-way communication among managers and participants. For participants, ETSS provides (1) reporting safety to managers, (2) helping participants evacuation. Considering system load in case of disaster, ETSS is not equipped the direct communication function with parents.

ETSS business model is a bundle model that lends ETSS installed smartphone. Because bundle model includes a rental fee of smartphone in the subscription fee, ETSS service provider can increase average sales per user. The more monthly number of usage, the more ETSS profitability because communication fee sets monthly fixed.

Also, in case of bundle model that uses only one type smartphone, we can
develop application without a need for a consideration of hardware compatibility. ETSS business collaborates with private company that has prominent distribution channel to educational organizations that are users of ETSS instead of digital distribution platform.

Market strategy of ETSS business is differentiation strategy. ETSS business introduces high-value-added services in educational market, and builds the brand image by early market penetration. The educational travel market is business to business (B2B) niche market, and ETSS has few competitive products in this market. High-value-added safety confirmation service for managers and strong channel control brought by collaboration with a company that oligopolizes the distribution channel to educational organizations are differentiators for ETSS.

The aim of ETSS market strategy is seeking the first-mover profit by early entry to low competitive market, the strategy can be regarded as one of blue ocean strategy. In the blue ocean strategy, ”red oceans” represent known competitive market space, and in contrast, ”blue oceans” represent unknown market space, and untainted by competitions. The blue ocean strategy argued that companies can succeed not by battling competitors, but rather by creating ”blue oceans” of uncontested market space [69]. In our case, individual tourists information application market can be considered as ”red ocean” because many guide applications are competing.

5.5 Analysis of ETSS Case

In this section, we verify effectiveness and adequateness of ETSS’ business model that is developed for educational tour market through actual business case. Effectiveness means the degree how much the business model contributes enhancing the competitiveness of ETSS, and adequateness means how much the business model conform to the market.

5.5.1 Background Information of School Trip

History of School Trip

School trip is an educational tour which requires overnight lodging in remote location. Normally all year classes of a junior / senior school take part in. School trip is a traditional school event whose origin reaches back into the 19th century, Meiji period.
School trip is prescribed in Government curriculum guidelines as travel/group lodging event, and it is institutionalized in Japanese secondary education. Prefectural Board of Education Practice Standards formulates practice standard that stipulate detailed destination, period and cost. In western Europe cultural environment like Australia, there is an educational tour called “School Excursion” [70] and some travel agency specialized in the tour. However, in my investigation, no country institutionalize the school trip more than Japan, and has formulaic practice standard.

**Informatization of School Trip**

School trip is not so informatized. Ones of the factors that keep informatization of school trip from progressing are its long tradition and detailed practice standard. For training of independence that is expected to learn for students during the school trip, group activity including planning is effective. However, difficulty of monitoring the behavior during the group activity is burden to teachers, and the advance planning and telephone call can not resolve concern of teachers. Amano et al. cited these issued in [39] 40 years ago. Information technology using location data is useful for understanding the student behavior. However, no significant information technology has not been introduced other than a mobile phone or a personal handy-phone system (PHS) or a voice mail system that are used for emergency call, Safety confirmation during the group activity has been kept unresolved.

A lack of progress in school trip informatization is due to the detailed practice standard that discourage against introducing new trial, concern about using location data of students, and teachers’ hesitation of using information technology something like technophobia [63]. Also, travel agency who purchase travel service as an agent of teachers are unfamiliar with information services.

**5.5.2 Overview of ETSS**

The main aims of ETSS are to help the students to escape rapidly to an evacuation area, to confirm the safety of students, and to share the safety information with relevant people. A diagram of ETSS system is shown in Figure 5.2.

ETSS application collects real-time location data by GPS and Wi-Fi. Using these location data, teachers can confirm locations of all student groups at all times, and students can confirm current locations of their own group. ETSS application is installed in smart tablets for teachers and smartphones for students.
Teachers and students can use broadcast mails and VoIP as direct communication methods among them. In situations where wireless lines of communication are disconnected around the affected areas due to a disaster, the location data are transmitted every 30 seconds and are stored on a server. Using these data, teachers can obtain students’ location data immediately before disasters occur. The broadcast mail and VoIP are subsidiaries of safety confirmation using location data. Teachers can rapidly respond to students’ troubles like losing ways in non-disaster situation because all teachers share the status of students among all teachers.

5.5.3 School Trip Market

In Japan, approximately 2 to 2.5 million students per year participate in school trips. Though the market size is relatively small, in comparison with mobile phone market that has over 100 million subscribers, this is one of blue ocean market with few competitors. In this section, we analyze the school trip market from the viewpoints of 1) service suppliers, 2) customers, 3) local governments.

Here’s description about 1) suppliers. Accommodation transportation fees are
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account for a large share of all expenses of school trip. The limited accommodations have capacity to stay hundreds of students, and these large accommodations historically keep strong relationships between large travel agencies that can send customers. Because of these background, the travel agencies offer centralized purchase of the school trip as a proxy of school. This structure is illustrated in Figure 5.3. The travel agencies involve overall travel management of school trip including assisting the group activity planning, tour conductors dispatch other than procurement. Only a few travel agencies can deal with the overall travel management of school trip. JTB (Japan Travel Bureau) and KNT (Kinki Nippon Tourist) have very high shares in nationwide school trip market, and almost no player enter the market because of market shrink caused by decrease in the number of children. The market can be called as a typical oligopoly market. The sales channel to schools is very limited because of Oligopoly. Therefore, collaboration with one of oligopoly players are essential for promoting ETSS.

Here’s description about 2) customers. Though the end user of ETSS is students, teachers who manage the school trip select the services. In some school, students’ will is reflected to selection of school trip destination, and the number of the school is getting increase. However, students do not involve the purchase process in any school. The fact shows that school trip services have an aspect of B2B services. The teachers are cautious about using mobile information services because most of teachers are less familiar with information technology and concerned with handling the personal information.

Here’s description about 3) local governments. Economic impact of school trips is large to local economies of school trip destinations. Safety is one of the important brand factors that affect attracting tourists as it is clear that the number of school trip students who visited to the Western Japan and Nagano prefecture increased. Some local governments provide mobile application for providing disaster alert and sightseeing guide to tourists cite. However, most of local governments fail to penetrating their applications to market, and the applications are not tend to use without the collaboration with travel agencies and media. Therefore, we did not collaborate with local governments as ETSS distributors.

5.5.4 Business Model

Bundle Model

The ETSS business model is the bundle model that lends ETSS installed smartphones, and the distribution model is the alliance model that collaborates with an
oligopoly company. This section describes the profitability and the distribution channel of ETSS.

**Yieldability**  The subscription fee of ETSS is around 8,000 - 10,000 JPY including a rental fee of smartphone. The cost consists of mobile communication expense, system management expense, labor cost, selling and other overhead. The cost details and the number of user schools are prohibited to exposure because of corporate confidential. Monthly profit is calculated as follows:

Monthly profit = Revenue - system management expense * number of system usage - monthly communication expense * number of subscription - (labor cost + overhead)

Monthly communication expense includes the data communication fee and
the amortization payment of smartphone purchase that is prorated to the usage period, and the expense is paid to mobile carrier based on the number of subscription. System is managed by Application Service Provider (APS), and the system management fee is paid per use. Labor cost and overhead are fixed fees. Though ETSS business is profitable as alliance total, there are some issues of profit distribution among alliance members that is caused by power relative.

ETSS is commercially launched with 150 phones from Spring season in 2014 after test running over 200 groups of 12 school trips. The number of smartphones increase to 300 by Summer season in 2014. In future, the number of smartphone is getting increase to 1,000. Service area of ETSS is Kyoto, Tokyo, Okinawa, Yokohama and Osaka. A disadvantage of the bundle model is the ownership cost of smartphone. The ownership cost raises up the break-point because the cost is fixed cost. In addition, as illustrated in Figure 5.4, the number of school trips increases in Spring and Fall. Though the number of monthly usage of smartphone in busy periods are 4 - 5, almost of all smartphones are not used in off-season. The seasonal affection could be avoided if smartphone we need for operation can be rent. However, ETSS provider should own smartphones for its operation in busy period because no rental service have enough number of smartphone. ETSS provider is trying to cultivate other customers who use ETSS for study tour or out-of-school learning to solve the off-season issues, and improve the annual usage of smartphone.

**Distribution Channel** As a distribution channel of ETSS, ETSS provider collaborates with one of oligopoly travel agencies in school trip market. In this alliance, ETSS provider, a relatively small venture, provides ETSS service and manages the system, and the travel agency provides the sales channel to schools, and a research organization plans the basic design and makes technical advice. The structure of the alliance is illustrated in Figure 5.5. The travel agency makes a exclusive sale agency contract because it recognizes ETSS as a tool for acquiring comparative advantage to a rival company by differentiating. Especially in Tohoku and North Kanto areas where were affected by the Great East Japan Earthquake, ETSS features as a strong competitive factor. Most of schools that used ETSS in the first year are located in these areas.

**Market Strategy**

Market strategy of ETSS business is differentiation strategy that introduces high-value-added management services for teachers in a blue ocean educational tour
market as B2B niche market. ETSS is the first disaster management service for teachers in the school trip market, and the partner travel agency confirms that competitors started developing the similar products after publishing ETSS. However, in this stage, we can not confirm that ETSS can succeed in establishing the brand image of disaster management service.

5.5.5 User Acceptance

This section describes results of user surveys that was conducted for confirming the effectiveness of the business model and improving the system. In the user survey, a quantitative survey with a questionnaire and a qualitative research on school teachers, students and agency staff were conducted.

In the quantitative survey, respondents were asked to evaluate ETSS system. The number of respondent students is 216, and respondent teachers is 41. Average score of total ETSS system was 3.7 in 5 scores, and top 2 box was 63.4%. Top 2 box means sum of the proportion of the highest and the second highest evaluations.

In the qualitative research, respondents were asked the acceptance of bundle
model, usability and opinions for improvement by face to face interview. The number of respondents was 24 including students, teachers and agency staff. The agency staff was added to the respondents because they sometimes act the role as tour manager in trips of high school.

Here’s the acceptance of bundle model by managers. For teachers and agency staff who are in charge of school trip management, ETSS that are installed in smartphone looks similar to PHS that has been used for emergency call in school trip for long time. PHS are highly recognized by teachers, and because of similarity ETSS is accepted by teachers without a feeling of strangeness. Also, teachers who belongs to schools that prohibit using mobile phones welcome bundle model services. Though a few wants to install ETSS to student’s smartphone for price down, we guess that bundle model is accepted by most of teachers and students.

Here’s usability and opinions for improvement. Most of teachers answered that ETSS meets functional needs. In fact, ETSS was used for finding and helping lost students during experiments. Heads of year and class teachers who have responsibility of field management highly evaluated ETSS. Students did not feel comfort and discomfort, and they had a sense of security from monitoring. Complaints were frequently heard that the size of tablet or smartphone and battery lifetime. These issues can be improved by using other types. So, it is considered that ETSS mostly meets the needs.
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Personal Information

In face-to-face interview, many teachers concerned with handling of personal information. Though this is not a complaint for ETSS, the location data that ETSS application collects is one of personal information and needs careful treatment. For wiping out teacher’s anxiety about personal data handling, a research organization who are a member of alliance supervises the personal data handling guideline. Concretely speaking, the guideline regulates that ETSS provider should opt in the purpose of usage to school when location data is used for service and academic research. The usage rate of SNS like LINE among the age group that the students belong to is higher than other age groups. Therefore, the possibility of identifying of students or school by cross matching location data and SNS log is high. We should take these things into consideration when we use location data.

In this section, we analyzed effectiveness and adequateness of ETSS business model in the school trip market through actual business case. ETSS business is profitable, and users accept bundle model. From the viewpoint of competitiveness, ETSS effectively works as a differentiating factor for travel agency, the distribution channel. From these facts, the proposed ETSS business model has a certain amount of adequateness and effectiveness in school trip market.

5.6 Other Trip Market Applicable for ETSS

In section 5.5, we described that the proposed ETSS business model has a certain amount of adequateness and effectiveness in school trip market. In this section, we discuss the areas where ETSS has a competitive edge other than an educational tour market along three factors like service, bundle model and alliance with oligopoly company. We use MICE category that has been attracting attention in recent years as group tour category. MICE is a generic term of Meeting, Incentive tour, Convention, Exhibition.

Here’s discussion about the area where safety confirmation service for management has a competitive edge. We illustrate the necessity of the safety confirmation service for management in Figure 5.6. The vertical axes indicates the degree of freedom to take part in the tour, and the horizontal axes indicates the degree of necessity for tourist protection. The degree of freedom to take part in the tour means the extent of the obligation of taking part in the tour. For instance, the degree of freedom is low in case of school trip or training tour, and high in case of academic society. We guess that the safety confirmation service for manage-
ment is competitive in the areas where managers have a responsibility of tourist protection and the degree of freedom is low, for example, training tour or seminar tour. In fact, the travel agency required to use ETSS for the short term linguistic training in oversea, and we examined an operation test in Australia. The degree of necessity for tourist protection is getting low when the participants are adult. On the other hand, we guess that the safety confirmation service for management is not so required in the areas where international convention or exhibition because the degree of necessity for tourist protection is relatively low and the degree of participation freedom is high.

![Necessity of safety confirmation](image)

**Figure 5.6: Necessity of Safety Confirmation Service**

Here’s discussion about the bundle model. Foreign tourists have a motivation for rental smartphone because they can not use their own smartphone, and the bundle model can be effective for foreign tourists. However, domestic tourists have no motivation for using bundle model service, and they do not like carrying two phones during their trip. Therefore, install model service is effective for domestic tourists, and ETSS business should increase the unit price by providing high value-added service for them. As the high value-added service, the society assistance service that was developed by Sumi et al. [65] will be a good reference.

Here’s discussion about the distribution model that is collaborated with an oligopoly company. Major traditional travel agencies is raising the awareness to MICE because online travel agencies steal the market share in a independent tour market in recent year. For instance, some major travel agencies is entering to the
conference management service market like academic society, and some agencies establishes specialized department. Though it is not so monopolized in the conference management market now, because conference management requires technical know-how, the market may be monopolized in future by major agency or specialty agency. Though there is a option to collaborate with these agencies, as it became obvious in ETSS, the profit distribution issue among partners will be occurred when the differences of channel control power or company size among partners are big.

With these discussion, as the MICE areas where ETSS model has a competitive edge, the same education tour areas where outbounds to foreign countries from Japan or inbounds to Japan are positive. Partners may be major or specialty travel agency. In addition, without bundle model, usage of safety confirmation service by domestic tourists will be getting increase. However, in this case, we should redesign the revenue model.

5.7 Conclusion

For expanding ETSS users, we discussed the applicability of ETSS to each category of MICE (Meeting, Incentive tour, Convention, Exhibition). From the discussion, we reach a conclusion that ETSS has a strong possibility of success in the short term linguistic training in oversea. This is because that the safety confirmation service that is provided by ETSS for tour managers is competitive in the areas where managers have a responsibility of tourist protection and the degree of freedom is low. ETSS has a competitive edge for the education tours or seminar tours where participants outbound to foreign countries from Japan or inbound to Japan.

We observed that many teachers kept monitoring students via ETSS to detect abnormal behaviors of students even in non-disaster situations. Student monitoring is burdens to teachers, and it will ease the burdens to detect the abnormal behaviors automatically. The abnormal behavior detection function strengthens the competitive edge of ETSS in school trip market, and helps to increase ETSS users. Technically, it is difficult to detect abnormal behaviors of students from location data. Therefore, new detection methods that use other activity data and location data are necessary.
Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

6.1 Conclusion

In this thesis, we discussed the analysis of the location data obtained from human movement accumulated in an urban area considering with the environmental factor, and the activity support based on the analysis results of the location data. We categorized location data into two types, consecutive trajectories and the fragmented trajectories, and we proposed analysis methods, environmental factor models, and human activity support methods corresponding to each location data. We grasped human movement in an urban area from the view of effective allocation of the social resources, and we designed activity support methods for improving social resource allocation by shrinking the information asymmetry both in disaster and non-disaster situations. Considering all components from location data sensing to application development for end users, we proposed a technical and social architecture combining the trajectory analysis method considering environmental factors, and the activity support method based on the analysis results. The architecture was described in chapter 1, and was illustrated in figure 1.2.

In this thesis, as the location data analysis using the consecutive trajectories, we discussed transportation mode inference from a consecutive trajectories using environmental constraints. Semantic description of transportation mode for consecutive trajectories is necessary for understanding tourists’ activity. Based on the understanding of transportation mode of tourists, we can support following human activities, and improve social resource allocation. The evacuation support based on the understanding of the transportation mode realizes efficient social resource allocation in case of disaster situation. In case of non-disaster situations, the route
recommendation considering the tourists’ transportation usage helps to alleviate concentration of tourists in certain spots. Also, traffic statistics is calculated for making tourism policy by local governments. The method can correctly infer transportation mode in case buses or trains temporally decrease velocity near stations or bus stops by applying different inference standards to different geospatial regions with environmental constraints. Contrast to the proposed method, existing inference methods infer transportation modes by machine learning methods using features of velocity. However, because trains and buses temporally stop at stations and bus stops, we can not infer transportation mode in case of such low velocity by using velocity features. On the other hand, transportation mode could be correctly inferred by using the location data of stations and bus stops as environmental constraints. We showed accuracy of the transportation mode inference acquired by applying the proposed method is improved than that by applying existing methods. As the results of experiments, a 91.6% recall was acquired by applying the proposed method to the consecutive trajectory of the school trip students. We described the proposed inference method in chapter 2.

In this thesis, we proposed a tourist transition model combining an environmental factor model and a human factor model using fragmented trajectories. The environmental factor affects tourists’ determination of spot transitions, and the human factor is based on tourists’ taste for tourism spots. Existing tourist transition models include factors such as tourists’ taste for spots, tour purposes, visited spots just before, and use the same factor for all spot transition. On the other hand, the proposed tourist transition model integrates all factors that affect the spot transitions like seasonality, time, weather and the visited spots, and most influential environmental factors are separately combined for each spot transition. In addition, we implemented a mobile application that recommends preferable travel route to tourists based on the proposed tourist transition model, and we confirms validity of the mobile application. Route recommendation helps to alleviate concentration of tourists as told before. We described the tourist transition model and the mobile application in chapter 3.

In this thesis, we proposed a tourist activity support service for the school trip students both in case of the non-disaster and disaster situations, called ETSS. The Great East Japan earthquake in 2011 clarified communication issues during school trips in case of disaster, and stake holders of school trips required an safety confirmation for school trip students. ETSS was designed for shrinking the information asymmetry among victims of disaster and their families by sharing the safety information among stake holders. We proposed a tourist evacuation support and safety confirmation method by recording tourists’ location data in a remote server.
6.2 Future work

For improving social resource allocation in a region, following two issues should be solved for human activity support in future. The first issue is applying results of the proposed transportation mode inference method to tourist activity support like the evacuation support and the spot recommendation. In case of applying the transportation mode inference for the tourist activity support, transportation mode should be inferred online. As an approach for achieving enough accuracy of online transportation mode inference for practical usage, the transportation mode of tourists is inferred by considering with other tourists’ trajectories. The second issue is using results of image analysis of surveillance camera movies to tourist activity support. The future work is illustrated in figure 6.1.
CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Figure 6.1: Contribution and Future Work
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